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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. 
35TII CoN~RESS, 1 1st Session. S 
CLAIMS FOR INDIAN DEPREDATIONS IN NEW 
LETTER 
FROlI THE 
i Ex. 
~N. 
SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR , 
TRANSMITI.'ING 
A report upon claims for de,predat-ions by Indians in New luexico. 
MAY 12, 1858.-Referred. to the Committee on Indian Affairs, 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
May 11, 1858. 
o. 
1 IR : I have the honor to submit herewith, as directed by the sixth 
~ction of the act "making appropriations for the current. and con-
in ent expenses of the Indian department, and for fulfillmg treaty 
tipulations with various Indian tribes, for the year ending June 30. 
nc thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven," approved August 18. 
1 ~6, a report upon" claims for depredations by Indians in the Terri-
tory of New Mexico, heretofore made and filed in this department.' ' 
'l'he e claims were investigated under instructions from my prede-
·.~r , Hon. _R. McClelland, by the late Commissioner of Indian 
2\lfai,r , but his report was not submitted to this department until the 
\ 0{ Marc_h, 1857, too late for transmission to the last Congress. The 
~
10 
e _su_bJect was subsequently referred, for re-examination, to the 
mmi s1oner oflndian Affairs who on the 21st ultimo ' submitted a 
r ·port f · ' ' ' 
clu , 'a cfopy O which is herewith enclosed, concurring in the con-
ions o Mr M· , b · f' hcrci · anypenny s repo!t, ut suggestmg, or reasons 
nd aJ· sde~ forth, the propriety of appointing a commission to examine 
I ~u 1cate these claims. 
th:'~1.~e obvious, I_ think, upon an examination of the abstract 
· not i vi ence ~eretofore filed in these claims, that this department 
· ion u; pos;hs~wn of. the information essential to an intelligent ue-
nc an~n. eir merits. The testimony is not only meagre in sub-
leavt~1~uiar in form, but ~s prese~ted under such circumstances 
h weiO'ht h epartment entirely without the means of judging 
I ie of th 8 otd be attached to the statements of the witnesses. 
ese acts, and of the large amonnt that will be required 
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Hon. JAME:! L. ORR, 
p aket of the House of Representatives. 
mitt y you are herewith returned. 
fully, your bedient servant, 
CHARLES E. l\1L , 
Acting Oommi ion r. 
Int rior. 
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DEP AllTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
Qffece Indian Affairs, March 2, 1' 51. 
rn: In obedience to your verbal directions, I have the honor 
tran mit herewith for your action, as contemplated by the 6th ection 
f the a.ct of Congress, approved August 18, 1856, s_undry claim her 
t fore filed in the department, for alleged depredat10ns by Indian 10 
the Territory of New Mexico. 
The number of claims is 244, which I have arranged in threecla. 
follow : 
l . s No. 1, containing 121 claims, and amounting in the a" r. 
" te to the sum of $304,221. 
Ola o. 2, containing 88 claims, and amounting in the aggrega 
t the sum of 139,652 50. 
la o. 3, containing 35 claims, and amounting in the aggregnt 
t the sum of 5~,113 18. 
ch cla s is accompanied with a statement of the nature of ev r. 
cl im, and an abstract of the testimony filed in support of it. 
The l ims in the first class are all barred by the statute, not havin 
b en filed within three years after the alleged depredation was com-
itt · the claims in the second class are not shown to have been com 
mitt by Indians iu amity with the United States, or upon parti 
lawfully in the Indian country, and do not) therefore, come within the 
pr vi i n of the intercourse act ; the claims of the third cla r 
ipp r ntly within the provisions of that act, but it is to be ob er 1 
th .t th te timony in relation to them, as well as that relating t0 th 
claim. mbr ce l in the other classes, is all of an ex parte chara.ot r, 
th ~laim~nt very frequently testifying the one for the other, ~nd I~ 
r 1 ? ~nrr wholly unknown, it is impossible to express an intelli· 
nt . pm1on n to the degree of credibility to be attached to the proofi 
uhrmtt . 
\i ry r p ctfully, your obedient servant, 
GEO. W. MANYPENNY 
H . 
Commissionet. 
CLASS No. 1. 
mbraced in class No. 1, have not been pr 
e : 
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1. NAZ ARIO LUCERO. 
. fi three mules valued at $180 in the aO' r rr t ' 
Claims indem~~: i:ken by a party of Gila-Apache In<li!3'n n th 
I· "ed to h~;: 1851, The affidavit of Bernardo Ch. 1• 
• h of Ma t ' f the claimant in regard to the lo of the pr I e tat:~~: ;f ~he Indians-papers presented on th~ 2'. cl ~f Au. 
1. r :nd this claim is therefore barred by the hm1tati n. t 1 
u'te of1834. No conventional arrangeme_nts were made , 1 h 
at the date of the alleged depredations. 
2. JULIAN LUCERO. 
Claim indemnity for 36 oxen, value~ at $720 in ~he arrgr g te I-
to have.been stolen by a party of Apac]rn In~ian on th 7th 
J ly, 1849. The ~ffidav~t of Juan Antomo F_aJardo nfirm th 
tement of the claimant m regard to the loss of the pro rty by he 
n<l of the Indians-papers presented on the 23d of Auo-u t, 1 
.Ji therefore barred by the limitation of the tatute of 1 · 4. 
ventional arrangements were made with said Indian at the date 
the alleged depredations. 
3. JoSES DE JESUS LUGAN. 
Claim indemnity for property stolen, consisting of three thousand 
· P, one mule, one mare, two jackasses, and one rifle, valued at 
• G _2 in the aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of 
..V Joe Indians, in March, 1849. The affidavits of Jesus Garcia and 
nte Lopez confirm the statements of the claimant in regard to the 
of the property by the bands of the Indians-papers presented 
t:~e ~Ot~ of December, 1854, and this claim is therefore barred by 
r llnttat10~ of t~e stat~te of 1854. No conventional arrangement 
made with said Indians at the date of the alleged depredation . 
4 FRANCISC T B · 0 ROMAS Aco, administrator of DOME "GO BAco, decea ed. 
CI im indem 't fi . 
,1 t h Ill Y or two mules valued at $300 m the aggregate, 
r h i° 5te ;een stolen by a party of Navajoe Indians on the 25th 
·rn~nt or' th he ~ffidav~t of Antonio Andres Gonzales confirms the 
I of the I 1· claimant rn regard to the loss of the property by the 
tbi claii . ians-~apers presented on the 13th of October, 1854, 
. Con t~s therefore barred by the limitation of the statute of 
t of ~tn 101t1 arrangeme~ts were made with said Indians at by. e a eged depredat10ns, but no annuities were provided 
5
. ANTONIO iliATIAS ORTIZ. 
im indemnit fi · 
re and O Y orl six thousand two hundred and thirty Rheep 
' ne mu e l d $ ,., . • ' 
, va ue at lo,675 m the aggregate, alleged 
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to have been stolen by a party of Mescalero Apache Indian on 
14th of December, 1849. The affidavits ?f Vin~ente Lopez and rl 
GrieO'O confirm the statements of the claimant m regard to th 1o 
the property by the hands of the Indians-papers presented on th 
30th of December, 1854, and this claim is ~herefore barred hy th 
limitation of the statute of 1834. No conventional arrangement . r 
made with said Indians at the date of the alleged depredation . 
6. HOBAN ROMERO. 
Claims indemnity for two mules, two h0rses, and one mare, v lu 
at 450 in the aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by a party 
Cheyenne Indians, on the 15th of February, 1852. The affidavit 
Loretto Chavez and Carpeo Martin confirm the statement of th 
claimant in regard to the loss of. the property by the hands of the In-
dian -papers presented on the 28th July, 1855, and this claim i 
therefore barred by the limitation of the statute of 1834. Conv · -
ti nal arrangements were made with these Indians on the 17th j p· 
tcmber, 1851, but annuities of provisions, goods, &c., not applicabl 
to the payment of claims. 
7. JUAN IGNACIO MARTIN. 
Claims indemnity for eight mules and one horse, valued at , 7 
in the aggregate, alleged to l1ave been stolen by a party of Jiccarill 
Apache Indians on the 12th of September, 1851, and on the 15th 0 
July, 1854. The affidavits of Horace Long Tranquiline Gal~ego 111) 
fanuel Gregorio Gomes confirm the statements of the claimant 1 
rcgn.rd to the loss of the property by the hands of the Indian ~P: 
per pre ented on the 20th of December 1854. Part of the cl!um 1 
barred by the limitation of the statute of 1834 and, in the opinion 
C ov •rn?r 1forewether, these Indians occupied ~ hostile attitude at th 
clnt_ f the alleged depredations. Conventional arra~g~ment 0 
am.1t_y were macle with the Apache nation in 1852, but gmng n~ no· 
nutti' ; n.nother was made with the Jiccarillas in September, 1 J -
not yet ratified. 
8. ENACIO Rurs. 
,. 9. A EL ANTONIO Ro MERO. 
'l im ind nit~ t r one mule, valued at $80 alleged to h "0 
0 by a. P rt · ot pache Indians, on the 15th of Febru r: 1 
INDIAN DEPI?EDATIONS IN NEW MEXICO. 11 
. · cio Kiviz confirms the 8tatement of the cl3:imant 
affidavit of Igna f the ro erty by the hands of the Ind1 n, -
,ard to the 10~t O 16th 6f August, 1854, and this claim i t~ r -
r pre ente\o°r \ tion of the statutes of 1834. No con vent1 n l 
barred by t e ima1d~ with said Indians at the date of the 11 
0 ements were m 
r !<lations. 
110. JosE MARIA GONZALES. 
!aims indemnity for one horse and articles of personal pr 
ued at $108 in the aggregate, alleged t.o have been tol n . 
r v of Apache Indians, on the 10th of December, 18~9. T.h ffi 
· of Joe Romero confirms the statement of ~he cla1mant m r nr l 
the lo 8 of property by the hands of the Indians-paper pre,. n.t cl 
the 19th of July, 1854, this claim is ~herefore barred by th hm1t -
· n of the statute of 1834. No convent10nal arrangement w rem de 
· h aid Indians at the date of the alleged depredations. 
tsJ 11. BERNARDO CHAVIS. 
!laims indemnity for three mules and six horses, valued at ,., 4 in 
a regate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of Gila pache 
H n, on the 26th oi March, 1851. The affidavit of Na ario Lucero 
firm the statement of the claimant in regard to the lo of the 
P rty by the hands of the Indians-papers presented on the 23d 
i Augu t, 1854, and this claim is barred by the limitation of the 
. ute ?f 18R4. No conventional arrangements were made with 
1 Indians at the date of the alleged depredations. 
J 1°2. JORN J OSEPII 00PONLARA. 
Cl · · 
1t indemnity for seventy-two mules and five horses, valued at h 1t dt.he a~gregate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of 
d e ntns, m November, 1847. The affida,its of Tiburcio Her-
i ez :n Esteban Tenori, in confirmation of the statement of the 
~:n 7tt}ept as to the value of the property-papers pre ented lmitat' 0 tuguat, 1854, and this claim is therefore barred by 
rnade1~~th t~ed stat~te of 1834. No conventional arrangements 1 
sai Indians at the date of the alleged depredation . 
~ JAMES H. QUINN AND LUCIAN B. MAXWELL. 
im indemnity for th. 
:in , valued at$ irtY: mules, fifty horses, and six hundred 
n by a party of J· 7,2~0 m the aggregate, alleged to have been 
· The affidavit 1fcanlla Apache Indians, on the 12th of June, 
the tatemen~so Peter J o~eph and Faustin Truhill, in con:firma-
rch, 1 54, and th[ the.cla~mant-papers presented on the 10th 
. t tute of 1834 
18 
~aim is the~efore barred by the limit.ation 
td Indians at th~ d· 0 conventional arrangements were made 
ate of the alleged depredations, 
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" 14. CHARLES s. RUMLEY. 
1]a.im indemnity for five yoke of cattle, three ~orse , and 
article of personal property, valued at $4,788 50 m the arr r 
a1lccrcd to have been stolen by a party of Navajoe Indians in them n ' 
of Augu t, 1851. r_i;he affidavits of Henry L. Dod~e and harl II. 
Jame in confirmat10n of the statements of the claimant-paper 1 r 
entetl'on the 6th of December, 1854, and this claim is therefor bm I 
by the limitation of the statute of 1834. Conventional arrang m n 
of amity existed at the time of the depredations) but no annuitie r 
provided thereby. 
15. HENRY CONNELLY. 
Claims indemnity for eighty-five mules, valued at $6, 00 in h 
aagrcgate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of Jiccarilla Ap, h 
Indian in the month of July, 1850. The affidavit of Edward h . 
... !itch 11, in confirmation of the statements of the claimant-pnJ r 
pre ented on the 27th of February, 1854, and this claim is ther · or 
b rred by the limitation of the statute of 1834. No convention l 
arrang ments were made with said Indians at the date of the allc 
d predations. 
16. A. B. RoHMANN. 
Claim indemnity for thirty-five mules) valued at 2,62 in th 
n grecra.tc, alleged to have been stolen by a party of Mescalero Ap I h 
Indian. in July, 1848. The affidavit of Jose Maria Bostales and l'1'hl 
Mclenar , in confirmation of the statements of the claimant-pat r 
pr~ cnt · on the 29th of December, 1856, and this claim i th r. fir 
Larr •d by the limitation of the statute of 1834. No convention I 
nrmng m nts were made with said Indians at the date of the nll 
d pr dation . 
17. RAPAEL LEMA. 
18. PEDRO TONES. 
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f June 1854 and this claim is therefore barred 
o_n ~be .13th f 0the statute of 1834. No conventional arrange-
h hroitatiodn ° 'th said Indians at the date of the alleged depre-
ere ma e wi 
V 19. THOMAS BIGGS. 
im indemnity for one hundred and ten mules, valued at 1, 1_ 
~e au regate, alleged to have been stolen _by a party of N vaJ e 
i O ;!the 20th of June, 1841. The affidavits of Ramon ~ c rtene Pre ton Beck, in confirmation of the statements ?f th~ cla_un n t-
·r presented on the 13th of June, 1854, and this claim 1 t~ r -
barred by the limitatio:1 of t~e stat1:1tes of 1834. No convent10 1 
. ngeroents were made with said Indians at the date of the allege 
r lations. · 
~0. JUAN PUBLO GUTARES. 
Cl, ims indemnity for three horses, ten cows, and two oxen, value at 
O in the aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of 
Indians on the 18th of January, 1841. The affidavit of . m-
·e arcia, in confirmation of the claimant's statement -pa er 
·nted .on the 16th August, 1854, and this claim i therefore 
r·1l by the limitation of the statutes of 1834. No conventional 
n11ements were made with said Indians at the date of the alleged 
r ·dations. 
21. Jos:fiJ TENORIO. 
Claims indemnity for thirty-one head of cattle valued at $600 in 
. '"regate, alleged to have been stolen by' a party of N avajoe 
n on the 14th of January, 1851. The affidavit of Francisco 
r-r and Juan Ohristobal Chaves in confirmation of the state-
. of the claimant-papers pres~nted on the 12th of AuO'ust 
nnd th' 1 · · 0 , 
't f 18 
18 c aim is ~herefore barred by the limitation of the 
0 t h34. Conventional arrangements were made with said 
· ~etthter!b~te of t~e alleged depredations, but no annuities were 
j 22. JULIEN LUCERO. 
im indemnity £ fi h in the a or ve ead of cattle and one horse valued at 
lndi ns o!gth!~~{h alieged to have been stolen by a party of Nava-
firm14tion of th f August, 1847. The affidavit of Jose Luna, 
nd of A e 8 atements of the claimant-papers presented r · ugust 1854 d th· 1 · · · un1tation of th t , an 1s c aim 1s therefore barred by 
Ill ile with said~ ~.ute of l834. No conventional arrangements 
n ians at the date of the alleged depredations. 
J 23• VINCENTE JARAMILLO, 
m indemnity for n. . 
re 'ate, alleged t i~e mules and two horses, valued at $195 in 
o ave been stolen by a party of Navajoe In-
14 INDIAN DEPREDATIONS IN NEW MEXICO. 
lian. n the 15th of February, 1847. The affidavit of J esu 
in confirmation of the statements of the claimant-paper pr 
< n the 22d of July, 1854, and this claim is the~efore barred by 
limitation of the statute of 1834. No convent10nal arra.n"em 
rerc ade with said Indians at the date of the alleged depredation . 
./ 24. VINCENTE JARAMILLO. 
Clair a indemnity for four hundred sheep, valued at 800 in th 
aagreaate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of Navajoe Indian 
on th 
0
15th of March, 1852. The affidavit of Juan Silva, in confirm . 
tion of the tatements of the claimant-papers presented on the 2 d 
f Augu t, 1854, and this claim is t~erefore barred by the limit . 
ti n of the tatute of 1834. No convent10nal arrangements were m 1 
with Raid Indians at the date of the alleged depredations. 
J 25. Josi MANNO PADILLA. 
1laim indemnity for one mule and four horses, valued at 260 iu 
the n.crcTregate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of Navaj 
Incli n on the 10th of April, 1848. The affidavit of Juan de Di 
Per ]ta, in confirmation of the statements of the claimant-pnJ>4· 
pr nt cl on the 3d of August, 1854, and this claim is tber for 
barr cl bv the limitation of the statute of 1854. No convention I r-
rarw ment were made with said Indiani9 at the date of the lleg 
dcpredati n . 
26. JOSE MARIANO p ADILLA. 
']aims indemnity for eight mules, ten horses and one jacka , ,. 1· 
11 d nt,. I ,45 in the aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by a pnr ! 
f n.vnj c Indians on the 13th of September, 1848. The a.ffid '1 
f :Jo, c Duinias Padilla, in confirmation of the statement. of l_h 
:Irnmnn!'-paper presented on the 3d of August, 1854, and th1s cb1 
1 th r f re barred by the limitation of the statute of 1834. o t~e 1 
' rnacl wi h said Indians at the date of the alleged depred hon · 
J 27. REGES GONZALES. 
28. ,Jo E ANTONIO GALLEGO. 
im in mni Y fi r two hundred sheep valued at 400 in ~h 
', all ae t have been stolen by a p~rty of Navajoe Indt 
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1847 The affidavits of Vicente Pino and Jo e 19th ofDecem~er, fir~ation of the statements of the claimant-
lore GallegoJ, ~! c~:e 23d of August, 1854, an~ this claim is 
·r prese~tlimitation of the statute of 1834. No Jreaty wa ma le 
rred _bY1
thd. t the date of the alleged depredations. 
· h said n rnns a 
v 29. VICENTE PINO. 
Claims indemnity for eight hu~dred sheep, five jac~a es, two h r 
J eventy-seven head of cattle, valued at $4,088 m the a gr o-at ,. 
lie ed to have been stolen on the 19th of December, 1 47, 1 th. of 
tember 1850 and 16th February, 1851, by a party of vaJ e 
ln~ian . The affidavits of Antonio Gallegos, Juan Jo e Tup~za, and 
PeJro Velarade, in confirmation of the statements of the cla11;1 nt--
per presented on the 29th of August, 1854, and th~se claim are 
1rred by the limitation of the statute of 1834. Conventional arrange-
ent were not made with said Indians until the 9th of eptember, 
1 9, and no annuities were provided thereby. 
f 30. JOSE DE JESUS PINO. 
Claims indemnity for one thousand and forty-two shC;ep, valued at 
~ 0 _4 in t~e aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of 
. \'aJoe Indians on the 15th of JanuaryJ 1849. The affidavits of Juan 
Pino, Z. Pino, and Jose MariaPino, in confirmation of the statements 
_the ~lai~ant-papers presented on the 25th of August, 1854, and 
· claim 1~ therefore barred by the limitation of the statute of 1834. 
convent10nal arrangements were made with said Indians at the date 
the alleged depredations. 
f 31. VINCENTE PINO. 
lnims indemn 't fi h . 
240 . h 
1 Y or one undred sheep and two Jackasses, valuecl 
. vajoe 11 J. e aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of firma.tii iar°~' August, 1847. The affidavit of Pedro Velarde, in 
3d t; he statements of the claimant-papers presented on 
· i tioi of ~inst, 1854, and this claim is therefore barred by the 
· made with :ai~atut~ of 1834. No conventional arrangements 
. Indians at the date of the alleged depredation . 
J 32. JUAN LUNA. 
itn indemnity for t l l to have b we ve mules, valued at $600 in the aO'greO'ate o een stole b f · 0 0 ' ober 1847 Tl n Ya party o NavaJoe Indians on the 25th 
11 tatements of ~iaffif3:vit of Salvador Spodaca, in confirmation 
, 1 54, and th' e c_ an1;1-ant-papers presented on the 2~d of 
. t~te of 1834. i ~laim is _therefore barred by the limitation of Indians at the d t fconvenhonal arrangements were made with 
a e O the allegell depredations._ 
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33. RAMON LUNA. 
Claims indemnity for five mules, valued at $250 in the aggre 
alleged to have been stolen by~ party of Navajoe Indians on the~-
of October, 1847. The affidavit of Salvador Spodaca, in confirm i 
of the stat~ments of ~he ciai~ant-papers presented on the 2 d 0 
August, 1804, and this claim 1s therefore barred by the limitation 
the statute of 1834. No conventional arrangements were made i 1 
said Indians at the date of the al~eged depredations. 
J 34. JOSE DOLORES LAFOLL. 
Claims indemnity for ten mules and four horses, valued at 1,3" 
in the aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of Jiccarill 
Apache Indians on the 12th: of June, 1852. The affidavits of Ventu 
Martin and Manuel Gomez, in confirmation of the statement of th 
claimant-papers presented on the 26th of September, 1855, and f · 
claim is therefore barred by the limitation of the statute of 1 :t 
No conventional arrangements were made with said Indians at th 
date of the alleged depredations. 
~ 35. JOSE J3ENETO MARTINER. 
Claims indemnity for fourteen mules, one horse, twenty-:fiv l; . 
of cattle, and other articles of personal property, valued at ~,730. 1 
the aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of J1c rill 
Apache Indians on the 8th of July, 1851, and 12th of Ju~c~ 14 · 
The affidavit of Lino TrujilloJ Mateo Gomez, Manuel V:1 ti, 
Roman Martin, in confirmation of the statements of the cla1mnn -
papers presented on the 16th of July, 1855, and this claim i. t~ 
fore barred by the limitation of the statute of 1834. No conv ntto 
arrangements were made with said Indians at the date of the all 
depredations. 
) 36. PEDRO CAMPOS. 
Claims indemnity for three horses and two oxen, valued at'. 001i t~e aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of NavnJO , 
d1an on the 15th of March 1848. The affidavit of Lorenzo L 
in confirmation of the state~ents of the claimant-paper pr b·· 
on the 7th of October 1853 and this claim is the1 efore barred · 
limitation of the stat~te of 1'334_ No conventional arrange~ent 
made with aid Indians at the date of the alleged depredation · 
j 37. Do~HNGO COMPOS. 
Claim indemnity for fourteen cows three mules, and two h 
valued at 620 in the aggregate alle(J'ed to have been stolen bflir; i 
of Navajoe Indians, on the Io'th of March 1848. The a ~ ,,,. 
Pedro Campos, in confirmation of the stat~ments of the cl un 
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t d on the 14th of August, 1854, and this claim is 
P r pri en d b the limitation of the statute of 1834. No con-
r fore arre y ts were made with said Indians at the date of 
r ntional arrangem~n 
lleged depredat10ns. 
J 38. SILVESTRE ABEETA. 
•Jaim indemnity for two thousand sheep, valued at $5,_000 in_ the 
r aate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of N av~Joe I_ndians 
in i bruary, 1848. The affidavit of _Jose de Jesus Padillo, m con-
1ation of the statements of the claimant-papers presented ~n ~he 
:,~ of August, 1854, and this claim is ~herefore barred by the hm1ta-
i n of the statute of 1834. No conventional arrange~ents were made 
ith aid Indians at the date of the alleged depredations. 
39. THOMAS BIGGS. 
'la.im indemnity for three mules, valued at $200 in the aggregate, 
llca d to have been stolen by a party of Apache Indians on the 2d 
D cember, 1851. The affidavit of Juan Andres Contreros, in con-
rmation of the statements of the claimant-papers presented 1st of 
nuary, 1 55, and this claim is therefore barred by the limitation 
o th tatute of 1834. No conventional arrangements were made 
ith aid Indians at the date of the alleged depredations. 
J 40. SALVADOR SPODACA. 
<,! im indemnity for one thousand two hundred and forty sheep 
Ii four teen cows, valued at $3,450 in the aggregate, alleged to have 
n len by a pa_rty of Navajoe Indians on the 10th of November, 
I 47 . The affidavit of Juan de Dios Paviz in confirmation of the 
1 .t mcnt o~ the ?la~mant-papers presented' on the 23d of August, 4 
~d tbi cla1ID is therefore barred by the statute of 1834. No 
nv. 11
1tional arrangements were made with said Indians at the date 
H lleged depredations. 
" 41. BERNARDO VALENCIA. 
1 
,im indemn't fi h · 1 Y or one orse and nme mules valued at $640 in 
1 7 b~errate, alleged to have been stolen on th~ 25th of October 
1 r in partl ofN~vajoe Indians. The affidavit of Juan Cristobal 
n' 1 0~
0
~ r~~twn of th~ statements of the claimant-papers 
rr l by the 1~ 't t~ of Apnl, 1853, and this claim is therefore 
n, rnent w~mi at10n o_f the_ statute of 1834. No conventional 
r tion . re made with said Indians at the date of the alleged 
42
- JosE ANTONIO MONTOYA. 
i indemnity for th h . 
n lr and ree t ousand nme hundred and eighty sheep 
ll. • D seventy lambs, one jackass, forty goats five cows' 
~. oc. 123-2 ' ' 
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six oxen, and other articles of personal property, valued at 8 5 •. 
in the aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of ava· 
Indians on the 14th of February, 1848, l~th of M~y, 1850, and 0 
the 14th of January, 1851. The affidavits of Jose Maria Iar · 
Pedro Jose Martin, Juan Maria Montoya, Reges Gonzales, Juan ~ 
tobal Chaves, and Jose Maria Martin, in confirmation of the t . 
ments of the claimant-papers presented on the 24th of August 1 ·, 
and tbese claims are therefore barred by the limitation of the' tatu 1 
of 1834. No conventional arrangements were made with said India 
until the 9th of September, 1849, and no annuities were provid 
thereby. 
..J 43 . JUAN LUNA. 
Claims indemnity for one thousand eight hundred sheep, valued a 
$4,500 in the aggregate, alleged to have been stolen on the 15th 
February, 1849, by a party of Navajoe Indians. The affidavit 
Manual Reel, in confirmation of the statements of the claimant 
papers presented on the 23d of August, 1854, and this claim i th 
fore barred by the limitation of the statute of 1834. No convention 1 
arrangements were made with said Indians at the date of the alle11 
depredation. 
44. MARIANO SILVA. 
Claim indemnity for one mule and one mare, valued at f 150 in,t 
aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of NavaJoe Indi 
on the 14th of February, 1847. The affidavit of Jose Herrera, 1 
confirmation of the statement of the claimant-papers present. d. 
the 23d of August, 1854 this claim is therefore barred by the hmt 
tion of the tatute of 1834. No conventional arrangement " 
made with aid Indians at the date of the alleged depredation · 
45. RAFAIL SANCHEZ. 
lairo indemnity for four hundred sheep, valued at 800 in. 
aggr gate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of Nav~joe Iodi 
0
.n th 5th of May, 1847. The affidavit of Juan Baca, m confir 4 bon f the tatements of the claimant-papers presented on the 
of ugu t, 1 64, a~d this claim is therefore barred by th~ tatd~ 1 4
· c~nvent10nal arrangements were made with said In 
th <late f the a1lege<l depredations. 
46. A TONIO SANDOVAL. 
. 'laim in lemnity for fifteen thousand sheep, three mule. i~ 
Jack , ten head of cattle and two horses valued at $38,43 · 
8 r gat , alleged to have been stolen by a 'party of N avaj~e 1~ 
on th . 4th ,f June, 1847. The affidavit of Juan Candelaria, 1: 
firmahon f th e tatements of the claimant-papers pre ent d f 
~
th f October 1 53, and this claim is therefore barred 1 
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. . f th tatute of 18.34. No conventional arrangements made 
ti~1t.iitt?dnlo a·aenss at the date of the alleged depredations. 
I h ·m n i 
/ 47. YLARIA GONZALES. 
'laims indemnity for twenty-seven cows, forty-nine oxen, and three 
ule: valued at $2,050 in the aggregate, alleged to have been stolen 
'. ty of Navaioe Indians on the 15th of February, 1847. The 
v p,tr ~ J ,. M . G l . ffiilavits of Juan Albino Gonzales a~d ose i: aria onza es, rn con-
n· tion of the statements of the cla1mant--papers presented on the 
_r:l of August, 1854, and this claim is t~ierefore barred by the 
limitation of the statute of 1834. No con vent10nal arrange1:1ents were 
rle with aid Indians at the date of the alleged depreclat10n. 
v 48. BARBARA GONZALES. 
'I ims indemnity for seven cows, valued at $175 in the aggregate, 
llcged to have been stolen by a party of Navajoe Indians on the 15th 
larch, 1847. The affidavits of N asario Lucero and Jose MariR. 
onzale , in confirmation of the statements of the claimant-papers 
r nted on the 23d of August, 1854, and this claim is therefore 
mcl by the limitation of the statute of 1834. No conventional ar-
n11 •ment, were made with said Indians at the date of the alleged 
·pr <lation. 
J 49 JUAN ALBINO GONZALES. 
laim indemnity for two mules one horse four cows and six oxen 
'h~ <l ~t 500_ in the aggregate, alleged to ha;e been st~len by a party 
l nv
1
~1oe Indians on the 25th of January 1847 and 15th of AuO'ust 
7 Tl ffi · ' ' 0 ' 
• · 
1 a davits of Ylano Gonzales and t.T uan Ohristoval Luna 
~nfir,mation of the statements of the claimant-papers presented 
i ~t .2,ld of August, 1854, and this claim is therefore barred by the 
.~ :iti~n of the statute of 1834. No conventional arrangements were 
"1' with ·d I d' a1 n urns at the date of the alleged depredation. 
I 50. ANTONIO Josi,; LUNA. 
l· itn intlemnit f l l nt .5 040 . Y ~r twenty-five hundred sheep and two jackasses r ol ~v~jo I 1~ .t e aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by ~ 
. \ ·r 184: n T~ns on th~ 25tl: of October, 1847, and on the 12th 
, in donfir~af e ~ffidavits ot Jose l\fanano Padilla and Ramon ~ l on the 23d i~n o the statements of the claimant-paperR pre-
r by he lim·t° f Aug~st, 1854, and these claims are the1:efore 
' in ·nt were ~:J~n ?ihthe ~tatute. of 1834. No conventional ar-
t ion . wi said Indians at the date of the alleged 
J 51. ANTONIO Jos:fu LUNA . 
in emnity for · h 1 
te, nllegecl to hae1g bt i.lUndred sheep, valued at $1,600 in the 
ve een stolen by a party of N avajoe Indians 
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on the 3d of April, 1851. The affidavit of Rafi.al Luna confirni 
statements of the claimant-papers presented on the 23d of Au u 
1854 and this claim is therefore barred by the limitation of 
statute of 1834. No conventional arrangements were made with id 
Indians until the 9th of September, 1849, and then no annuitie " r 
provided thereby. 
j 52. LORENZO LAVADE. 
Claims indemnity for fourteen cows, valued at $350 in the aggre 
alleged to have been stolen by a party of N avajoe Indians on the 14 h 
of March, 1848. The affidavit of Padre Campos confirm the t 
ments of the claimant-papers presented on the 10th of June, 1 ·4 
and this claim is therefore barred by the limitation of the tatut o 
1834. No conventional arrangements were made with said Indi 
at the date of the alleged depredation. 
J 53. ESTEVAN CANDELARIA. 
Claims indemnity for two horses, two thousand and three huodr 
beep, and twelve jackasses, valued at $5,050 in the aggregate,alle 
to have been stolen by a party of Navajoe Indians on the 3d of Jann r1 
1 50. . The affidavit of Agustine Sandoval confirms the statemen . 
the claimant-papers presented on the 20th of A prjl, 1853, and h 
claim is therefore barred by the limitation of the statute of 1 · 
1
onventional arrangements were made with said Indians on the 
of 'eptember, 1849, but no annuities provided thereby. 
,J 54. PEDRE ARMIJO. 
11aim indemnity for seven mules two horses and ten oxen, v I 
~; 9~ in t~e aggregate, alleged to have bee~ stolen by a par,r 
avaJ~e Indian on the 7th of October 1848. The affida\1 
Ant mo Jo e Ami,io confirms the statemen'ts of the claimant-I' 
pr· ented on the 7th of October 1853 this claim is therefore 
h~ th limitation of the statute' of 1834. No conventional arr . 
m ·nt were made with said Indians at the date of alleged deprcd, 
55. l'EDRO ARMIJO . 
..,} im indemnity for twenty-eight mules and sixty nvc 
"aln rl a ,5 5 in the aggregate alleged to have been toJeo 
P rty . f .. ~avajoe Indians on the' 11th of November, 1 47· 
affi_cla\'J of Antonio Jose Armjjo confirms the statement 
cl 1.~ma~t-paper pre ented on the 7th of October, 1 53, 80 1 
cl im 1. th_ refore barred by the limitation of the , tatu~e 0 
... conv nti nal arrangements were made with said Indian 
dat f the alleged deprP.dation . 
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J 56. PEDRO ARMIJO. 
. · d mnity for 1 580 sheep, valued at $3,950 in the aggregate, 
':aim to1~a!e been stol~n by a party of .N avaj~e Indi~ns on the 16th 
11 ~ l848 The affidavit of Antomo Jose ArmIJO confirms the 
0 r,t f t·he claimant-papers presented on the 7th of October, 
t men s O b 1 · · · f tl t t t 
1 .3 and this claim is therefore barred by t e imitati?n o . 10 a_ u e 1 34. No conventional arrange°:ents were made with saHl Indrnn 
the date of the alleged depredat10ns. 
J 57. ANTONIO JOSE LUNA • . 
!aims indemnity for three mules and one horse, valued: at $.285 in 
he acrnregate alleged to have been stolen by a party of N avaJoe In-
i n ~n the' 28th of March, 1849. The affidavit of Dolores Baca 
ofirm the statements of the claimant-papers presented on the 
• ,1 of August, 1854, and this claim is barred by the limitation of the 
tute of 1834. No conventional arrangements were made with said 
lndi o at the date of the alleged depredation. 
58. ANTONIO SANDOVAL. 
I ims indemnity for one hundred and forty-fl. ve head of cattle, valued 
, 3?G25 in ~he aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of 
• v JOe Indians on the 15th of September, 1847. The affidavit of 
JI n J. arcia confirms the statements of the claimant-papers pre-
ntecl on the 7th of October, 1853 and this claim is therefore barred 
• th limitation of the statute of 1834. No conventional arrange-
·nt. were made with said Indians at the date of alleged depredation. 
59 . ANTONIO SANDOVAL. 
Ii · · m mclemmty for ten hundred sheep valued at $2 500 in the 
r 11 te 11 d h -' ' h 10,t ege to ave been stolen by a party of Navajoe Indians 
. J ~ of July, 1849. The affidavits of Padro ArmiJ'o and An-
.> 0 C A .. 
·nt d rmiJo confirm the statements of the claimant-papers 
h r 0.~ t~e 7th October, 1853, and this claim is therefore barred 
n wtmi atwn °~ the statute of 1834. No conventional arrange-
i n. ere made with said Indians at the date of the alleged depre-
j 60, ANTONIO SANDOVAL. 
I irn · cl · 
in 
1
tnlleeamnity for thirty-five mares and fifteen mules valued at 
, · o-o-regat 11 d ' ~ • lndian~ 0 th ,e, a ege to have been stolen by a party of 
B :i confir;\h e 15th December, 1848. The affidavit of Ra-
.17th Octob:r ; statements ?f th~ cl~imant-papers presented 
ton of the st t 853, and this claim is therefore barred by the 
l of the atl utedofdl834- _No treaty made with said Indians 
ege epredat10n. 
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61. JOSE ANTONIO CHAVEZ. 
Claims indemnity for six thousand seven hundred sheep, threej . 
asses, five mules, and four horses, valued at $17,440in theaggreo 
alleged to have been stolen by a party of Navajoe Indians on the 
and 24th of June, 1850. The affidavits of Migel Jaramillo and r 0• 
uel Uhavez confirm the statements of the claimant-papers pre ent 
on the 7th October, 1853, and this claim is therefore barred by th 
limitatation of the statute of 1834. Conventional arrangement mij, 
with said Indians at the date of the alleged depredations, though 0 
annuities were provided thereby. 
62. RAMON LUNA. 
Claims indemnity for seventeen head of cattle, valued at 425 · 
the aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of Navajoc In-
dians in November, 1846. The affidavits of Salvador Apoduca i 
Juan Andres Romero confirm the statements of the claimant-pl\P,· 
presented on the 23d of August, 1854, and this claim is ther f'. 
barred by the limitation of the statute of 1834. No treaty mad wit 
said Indians at the date of the alleged depredation. 
63. TOMAS MONTOYA. 
Claims indemnity for ·one ox and one horse, valued at 50 in th 
~ggregate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of Navajoe Indi ·· 
m June 1847 and 1848. The affidavits of Antonio Jose Gonzale : 
Pablo Lucero confirm the statements of the claimant-paper r 
sented on the 25th of August, 1854, and this claim is thcr . 
barred by the limitation of the statute of 1834. No treaty made 1 
said Indians at the date of the alleged depredations. 
64. RAMON GUTERIS. 
Claims in<lemnity for four hundred sheep six cows and one mul 
and other articles of personal property valu~d at $899 in the .8 · • 
gate, alleged to have been stolen by ~ party of .N ~vajoe Indian 
June, 185~, and January, 1851. The affidavits of Vmc~nte Mo?t ., 
Juan Mana Mantazo Jose Maria Martin and Juan Cristobal . 
confirm the statem~nts of the claimant-papers presente~ ~in · 
24th August, 1854, this claim is therefore barred by the ]Jmi 
of the tatute of 1834. Conventional arrangements were ma.<le 11 
date of the alleged depredation, ·but no annuities provided therc 
65. MARIANO GONZALES. 
Claims indemnity for two cows valued at $50 in the a,,~r 
alleged to have been stolen by a' party of Navajoe Indian in 
ruary, 1851. The affidavit of Juan Nepomosem Lopes confirOl 
statement' of the claimant-papers presented on the 23d of u 
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., . tbi claim is therefore barred by the lir_nttati_<t f}he st:t:e 
1 t Conventional arrangements made ~~t sa1 "dndiathns at e 
f the alleged depredation, but no annmties provi e ere o. 
66. RAPEAL Lu:ru. 
01 im indemnity for eighteen cows and one hundred sheep, valued 
700 in the aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by ~ party of 
·avajoe Indians on the 27th of October, 1849. T~e affidavit of Juan 
Dia Pa viz confirms the statements of. the ~la1~ant-papers pre-
··nt ·don the 23d of August, 1854, and this claim !s therefore barred 
by he limitation of the statute of 1834. Convent10nal arrangem~nts 
r made with said Indians at the date of the alleged depredat10n, 
ut no annuities were provided thereby. 
67. JOSE ARMIJO. 
Cl im indemnity for three mules, three horses, and twenty-five 
\\ , valued at $905 in the aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by 
pnrty of Navajoe Indians on the 24th of December, 1848. The 
1<l vit of Fernando Guterres confirms the statements of the claimant 
-p per presented on the 23d of August, 1854, and this claim is 
lb refi re barred by the limitation of the statute of 1834. No treatv 
d with said Indians at the elate of the alleged depredation. ~ 
68. ANTONIO JOSE LUNA. 
Ii im in emnitv for twenty-eio-ht cows valued at ~,oo in the 
'ti g t , allegetl to have been st~len by a party of Nav~joe Indians 
t,1( 12th day of February, 1848. The affidavit of Ramond Luna 
l Imo the statements of the claimant in regard to the loss of the 
pr P rty by the hands of the Indians-papers presented on the 23d 
( u t, 1854, and this claim is therefore barred by the limitation 
i 1
1 
• i\tudt~ of 1834. No conventional c1rrangements were made 
1 RH n 1am: at the date of the alledged depredation. 
69. LORENZO SA VADE. 
luim indem · t f 
, t GO l\ Y _or two mares, valued at 70 dollars each; seven 
11 d t oh lais each ; two mules, at $50 each, amounting to 
2 1 h f to :ve been stolen by a partv of N avajoe Indians on 
L me:t 0?1 er, l8~7. The affidavit of Pedro Campos confirms 
hi cla· o_f t~e claimant-papers presented 29th April 1853 
. c~: i ;. erefore barred by the limitation of the statute of 
t,, f th/elnl ional arrangements were made with said Indians at 
a eged depredation. 
70. ESTEVON CANDELARIO. 
I ir · d I tn emnity for fort fi 
· five oxen at 4!.> 2t ve cows, valued at $25 each; one mule, 
' 'ii' each, and two calves at $15 each, the 
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aggregate being $1,380, alleged to have been stolen by a part, 0 Navajoe Indians on the 26th March, 1849. T~e affidavit of j 
Benito Aleri confirms the statements of the claunant-paper pr 
sented on the 7th of October, 1853, and this claim is therefore barr 
by the limitation of the statute of 1834. No conventional arranu 
ments were made with said Indians at the date of the alleged depr~ 
dation. 
71. RAFAEL LUNA. 
Claims indemnity for twelve cows and three oxen, valued at 2:> 
each, and one mule, of the value of $50; three horses, at $75 eact, 
and one thousand four hundred sheep, at $2 each, amounting in H., 
aggregate to $3,450, alleged to have been stolen by parties of Navaj 
Indians on the 12th February, 1847, and 20th September, 1849, and 
3d April, 1851. The affidavits of .Antonio Jose Luna confirm th 
statements of the claimant-papers presented .August 23, 1854, an1 
this claim is therefore barred by the limitation of the statute c 
1834. No conventional arrangements were made with said Indian 
until the 9th of September, 1849, and no annuities were provid 
thereby. 
72. PEDRO SONES. 
Claims indemnity for three bunos, valued at $20 each, and tweut:· 
four oxen, at $25 each, amounting in the aggregate to $660, alleac 
to have been stolen by a party of N avajoe Indians on the 24th Decem· 
her, 1847. The affidavit of Florentine Costillo confirms the t 
mcnt ?f th~ cl_aimant-papers presented on the 10th June, 1 .i4 
a~d this claIID 1s therefore barred by the limitation of the stat~i 
of 1834. No conventional arrangements were made with saidindi 
at the date of the alleged depredation. 
73. PEDRO SONES. 
laim indemnity for three mules at $50 each· three hor c ·, 
· 
1 ach; three horses at $50 each' and three b~nos, at 25 each 
amounti,ng in the aggregate to $675 ~lleged to have been stolen by. 
~ri Y of . av3:joe ~ndians on the 6th Jan nary, 1848. The affid 1 
f Florentme Castillo confirms the statements of the claimant-p 1 
pr nte~ 0.n t~1e 10th June, 1834, and this claim is therefore b r 
by th limitation of the statute of 1834. No conventional arran 
m ~it were made with said Indians at the date of the alleged dcp 
ation . 
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. resented on the 23d August, 1854, and this 
1 1mant-hpaprs tarred by the limitation of the statute of 1834. 
l im i t t~re olrearrangements were made with said Indians at the· 
~ conven 10na . 
• ite of the alleged depredation. 
75. ANTONIO SANDOVAL. 
Claims indemnity for three thousand seven hundred sheep, valued 
2 50 per head; one mule, at $70, and two guns, at $12 each, 
m king in the aggregate $9,344, alleged to have been stolen ~y a 
rty of Navajoe Indians on the 7th September, 1850. r_i;he affidavit of 
~uan Antonio Aragon, confirms the stateme~ts of_th~ claimant-papers 
pre ented on the 7th October, 1853, and this claim_ is therefore barred 
by the limitation of the statute of 1834. Convent10nal arrangem~nts: 
ere made with said Indians at the date of the alleged depredat10n, 
but no annuities were provided thereby. 
76. JOSE MARIA GONZALES, 
Claims indemnity for three oxen, valued at $25 each; also, one 
mul , valued at $100, and saddle, bridle, bow and quiver, amounting 
in v lue to 24, amounting in the aggregate to $199, alleged to have 
· n tolen by parties of Navajoe Indians, the first item on the 7th 
hbru ry, 1847, the remaining items on the 6th October, 1847. The 
davits ~f Antonio Montoyo, Felipe Duran confirm the statements-
of th claimant as to the first item, and Juan A bino Gonzalo and 
,Juan ose Lopez confirms the statements of the claimant as to the 
r ~1 ini_ng _items-papers presented on the 23d of August, 1854, and 
~-
1 cl, un 1~ therefore barred by· the limitation of the statute of 1834. 
l O c nvent10nal arrangements were made with said Indians at the-
I of the alleged depredations. 
77. ANTOXIO JOSE GONZALES. 
11 : t~ t<lemnity for one horse, valued at $25 in the aggregate, 
\ < •1 ° 1 a;e been stolen by a party of Navajoe IndianR in the month 
, pn , fi 9. The affidavits of J·ose Gon~ales and Thomas Mon-
u I c ~ 5rt the ~tatements of the claimant-papers presented Au-l :14 ' and 18 t_herefore barred by the limitation of the statute 
tiate 0/tohnventrnnal arrangements were made with said Indians-
o e alleged depredation. 
78. ANTONIO JOSE CHA YES. 
1m indemnity £ t 1 r , v lued at $5gr wo mu es, va_lued at $60 each, and thirty-one· 1 t l tit o. t h each, amountmg to $1,670 · also one mule 
· at 5 ~m:i ?rse~, at $100; thirty-six cow;, at $20, and te~ 
tol n by part~trnf ~n th~ aggre_gate to $2,900, alleged to have· 
u l, 1 4 . r\ 0 avaJ~e Indians 0:1 September 29, 1847, and 
m ·nt of the 1 . e a~davit of Francisco Castillo confirms the c aim ant m regard to the first, and Vincente Luna to 
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the econd items above mentioned-papers presented Au u 
1854, and these claims are t~erefore barred by the limitation of tii 
tatute of 1834. No convent10nal arrangements were made with 
Indian at the time of the alleged depredations. 
79. ANTONIO BACA. 
Cl&ims indemnity for one hundred and eightysheep, valued at 2 e ch 
amounting in the aggregate to $3n0, alleged to have been stolen by ' 
party of Navajoe Indians on March 5, 1847. The affidavit of Ju n 
Baca confirms the statements of the claimant-papers presented Au. 
gu t 23, 1854, and this claim is t~rnrefore barred by the limitation 0 
the tatute of 1834. No conventional arrangements were made wi h 
aid Indians at the time of the alleged depredation. 
80. PEDRO BACA • . 
Claim indemnity for sixty-three cows, valued at $20 each ; eighte- n 
• beiferu, at 6 each; one hundred and twelve goats, at $2 each; on 
mule, at 80, and one horse, vau]ed at $100, amo1inting in the a11 r~ 
gate t 1,772, alleged to have been stolen by a party of Nav3:joe In-
ian on February 1, 1849. The affidavits of Lorenzo Luna nJ 
noon Lopez confirm the statements of the claimant-paper pr 
ent on the 23d August, 1854, and this claim is therefore barr db 
th limitation of the statute of 1834. No conventional arrangem n 
w re made with said Indians at the time of the alleged depredation. 
81. JESUS M. CHAVIS. 
lairu indemnity for two horses valued at $70 each; ten cow, 
each, and two oxen, valued at '$25 each, amounting in thc_a" r 
IY~t t 90, alleged to hav.e been stolen by a party of Nav~ioe fo· 
1 n on the 29th July, 184 7. The affidavit of Jose Rafael anc~ 
c nfirm ' th tatements of the claimant-papers presente~ o~ th_e 2.l 
11 u t, 1 54, and this claim is therefore barred by the lim1tat100• 
h_' t~t of 1 4 No conventional arrangements were mad wt h 
Hl I ian at the time of the alleged depredation. 
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83. JuAN JosE LucERO . 
27 
1 · 'ndemnity for one rnare, valued at $25 ; also four cow., at 
, ,. . imd 
1
one horse valued at $50, making in the aggregat 175, ii: J0to have bee~ stolen by parties of Navajoe Indians on the 9t!1 
\ iril, 1 49, 14th January, 1851) and February, 1852. 1:he affidavit 
ohntonio Jose Gonzales confirms the ~tatements of the claimant to t~e 
rt mentioned claim, and tb~t. of J osc Go_nzales_ and Tomas l\fonloyi 
to the econd and Miguel Garcia to the third claim-papers pre ented 
n the 24th Au(J'ust 1854, and these claims are barred (except the la t 
t;,m of one hor;e valued at $50,) by the limitation of the statute of i :K No conve~tional arrangements were made with said Indians 
ntil 9th eptember, 1849, and no annuities were provided thereby. 
84. ANA MARIA BucA. 
Claim indemnity for eight hundred head of sheep, at the value of 
2 each; one mare, at $30; one jackass, at $25, and one mule, valued at 
10, in all amounting to $1,695, alleged to have been stolen by a 
p rty of Navajoe Indians on the 8th day of March, 1847. The affidavit 
f Patricia Chaves confirms the statements of the claimant-papers 
pr nted on the 23d day of August, 1854, and is therefore barrel by 
th limitation of the statute of 1834. No conventional arran O'ements 
r made with said Indians at the date of the alleged depred~tion. 
85. p ABLO LUCERO. 
'I i~ indemnity for one mule) vt1lued at $50 ; two horses, at the 
In of O each, and two cows at $25 each in the aO'O'regate $160 II , l h ' ' bO ' 
1 4, c to ,ave bee~ stolen by a party of Navajoe Indians in April, 
· The affidavit of Antonio Jose Gonzales confirms the state-
h nt of tbe claimant-papers presented 10th August 1854 and is 
. r•[ore barred by the limitation of the statute of 1834.' No ~onven-
111~a 'rr1angeme_nts were made with said Indians at the time of the " c epredat10n . 
1
• • 'tr,V 'T1''R ABEE' a · · 
' '
1 
rA, a m1mstrator of the estate of MANUELA ANTONIO 
TRUJILLO. 
lnim indem · t f · h int} Ill Y or one hundred and five cattle valued at $20 
nvajo~1 afgregate $2,100, alleged to have been stolen by a µarty 
n Pi'noy p·ians on the _24th December, 1848. The affidavits of 
I irn n -pa 10? antl J uakim Padilo confirm the statements of the 
. r·for barr~l1tJ~he~~e~ 0 ~ 23d August, 1854, and this claim is 
l arrunO'em t e mntation of the statute of 1834. No conven-
1 l d pre<lat!in~ were made with said Indians at the date of the 
. 
87 
· MARIA MASTA GULLEGOS. 
1m · llldemnity for fifte 
L ,-3 each m k' en cows, valued at $25 each one axe and 
. nting in the' · a mg $381 ; also four cows valued at $25 each 
1 f aggregate to $481 11 d ' J 0 a.vajoe I d' , a ege to have been stolen by 
n 1ans on the 14th January, 1851, and 20th Sep-
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tember, 1852. The affidavits of Santiago Gocia and Joe I . 
Martin confirm the statements of the claimant as to the fir t cl/ 
and Francisco Gutierrez and Juan Christobal Chaves as to the I 
mentioned claim-papers presented on the 24th August 1854 
the first claim is therefore barred by the limitation of the stat~ 
1834. Conventional arrangements were made with said Indian on 
September 9, 1849; but no annuities were provided thereby. 
88. JosE DoLORES GALLEGOS. 
Claims indemnity for one horse, valued at $40 ; also three oxen 
$25 each, and twenty-five goats, at $2 each, amounting to $165 in 'tt 
aggregate , alleged to have been stolen by parties of Navajoe Indi 
in the month of June, 1848, September, 1851, and January, 1 4. 
The affidavits of Antonio Gallegos and Cassimero Fajordo confir 
the statements of the claimant to all the above items, except tl 
horse-papers presented 23d August, 1854, and this claim is therefore 
barred by the limitation of the statute of 1834. No conventional ar-
rangements were made with said Indians at the date of the alle c 
depredations. 
89. JUAN DOMINGO GONZALES. 
Claims indemnity for nine yoke of- oxen, valued at $50 each· t O 
mules, at $50 each, and four horses, at $100, amounting in the a ~ 
O'ate to $950; alleged to have been stolen by parties of NavaJ 
Indian~ on the 15_th of March, 1847, and 12th September, 1847. Th 
affidavits of Abbmo Gonzales and Jose Marie Gonzales confi rm th 
tatements of the claimant-papers presented on the ~f .Auuu 
1 54, and this claim is therefore barred by the limitation. of 
stat~te of 1834. No conventional arrangements were made with 
nd1an at the date of the alleged depredations. 
90. JOSE MARIAY PINO. 
1 im indemnity for ten mules valued at $100 each, five hor · 
7 , amounting to 1,375 alleged to have been stolen by a pa~t) 
avajoe Indian on the '10th of August 1848 The affidavit 
. ' t 0 amon umtano and Antonio Gonzales confirm the statemen fi 
claim nt-papers presented August 24 1854 and is tber~ 0 
b rr d Y the limitation of the statute ~f 1834. No co~ventt° 
arr n en:ient were made with said Indians at the date of said ale 
epredat10n . 
91. JOSEPHA SANDOVAL. 
Claim indemnity for ten cows and four oxen valued at 2; 
he d, an five oxen) valued at $25 each . one ~ow at 25 an h 
h r cat , amou_nting in the aggregat~ to $535, alleged to 
been ,tolen by partie of avajoe Indians on the 30th of ept Ill 
1 4 , and 14th January, 1851. The affidavits of Ambrosia 00 
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h · and Marcelino Padillo confirm the statements of 
f roan~o O avi\ ers resented on the 24th of August, 1854, and 
h. cla~mafst!hefef~re b~rred by the limitation of the st3:tute of !834. 
th1 claim . 1 rangements were made with said Indians until the /o cofnSventt10nba ar1849 and no annuities were provided thereby. th O ep em er, , 
92. JUAN ANDRES CONTRERAS. 
laims indemnity for two thousand one hundred and thirty sheep, 
\' lued at $2 each; one mule, at $50, and four horses, at $75 each , m 
he aggregate $4,610, alleged to have been stolen on the 5th of May, 
1 47 The affidavits of Juan Baca confirm the statements of the 
laii~ant--papers presented on the 24th of August) 1854, and this 
~laim is therefore barred by the limitati_on of_ the s:atute of 1834. 
'o conventional arrangement was made with said Indians at the date 
of aid alleged depredation. 
93. JUAN ANTONIO ARMIJO. 
1laims indemnity for eight horses and twelve cows, valued at $700 
in the aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of Navajoe 
Indians on the 15th of March) 1848. The affidavit of Estrana Mon-
toyo confirms the statements of the claimant-papers presented on 
h 23d of August, 1854, and this claim is therefore barred by the 
limitation of the statute of 1834. No conventional arrangements 
· r made with said Indians at the date of the alleged depredation. 
94. JUAN ANTONIO ARMIJO. 
Claims indemnity for two horses, valued at $120 in the aggregate, 
11 d to have been stolen by a party of Navajoe Indians on the 15th 
0 ctober, 1848. The affidavit of Forislado Montoyo confirms the 
t~t ments of _the claimant-papers presented on the 10th of June, 
1 
, and t~1s claim is therefore barred by the limitation of the 
l,1tnte of 1804. No treaty made .vith said Indians at the date of the a 11ed depredation. 
95. DOLERES GRIEZO DE BARCELO. 
0
1 im indemnity for one hundred and fifteen goats and sheep and 
b. o;nt, v~~~d a~ $270 i~ the aggregate, alleged to have been s'tolen 
• ·it 0~ ~ ~- avaJoe Indians on the 16th of April, 1847. The affi-h tatem~~~n G[iezo, J u~n Corduba, and Marcelino Padillo confirm 
11 f 183: 
0 the cla1mant-~apers_ pres~nted on the 24th of 
tute f 183 No treaty mad~ with said Indians at the date of the i<l Indian~ at th4· No c?nvent10ual arrangements were made with 
e date of the alleged depredation. 
96. JUAN COMEZ SANCHEZ. 
I im indemnit fi . 
of heep val Yd or one mule, forty-nme cows, and nine hundred 
l n by a p~rty uf Nat $_2,830 i_n the aggregate, alleged to have been 
0 avaJoe Indians on the 5th of May, 1847. The 
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affidavit of Antonio Baca confirms the statements o[ the claiman _ 
papers presented on the 24th August, 1854, and this claim i th 
fore bar~ed bJ: the l~mitation of the statute of 1834. No treaty ~ 
made with said Indians at the date of the alleged depredation. 
97. PEDRO TONES. 
Claims indemnity for two horses, valued at $200 in the aggr u 
alleged to have been stolen by a party of Navajoe Indians on the 15th 
of April, 1848. The affidavit of Florentine Castillo confirm th 
statements of the claimant-papers presented on the 10th of Jun 
1854, and this claim is therefore barred by the limitation of the atatut 1 
of 1834. No conventional arrangements were made with said Indian 
at the date of the alleged depredation. 
98. MANUEL VIGIL. 
Claims indemnity for nine cows with calves , valued at "225 in the 
aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of N avajoe Indian 
on the 15th of March, 1847. The affidavit of Juan Albino Gonz I 
and Francisco Padillo confirms the statements of the claimant-pap r 
presented on the 23d of August, 1854, and this claim is therefor 
barred by the limitation of the statute of 1834. No conventional ar-
rangements were made with said Indians at the date of the alle11 
depredation. 
99. JUAN LUNA. 
Claims indemnity for seventeen cows valued at $425 in tbe a r 
gate, alleged to have been stolen by a p~rty of Navajoe Indian on th 
26th January, 1848. The affidavit of Ramon Luna confirm th 
statements of the claimant-papers nresented on the 23d Au 11 
1854, and this claim is therefore barred by the limitation of the tatu 
of 1 34. . o conventional arrangements made wit,h said Indian 1 
the date of the alleged depredation. 
100. MARIANO SILVA. 
1 1. JUAN ANDRES CoNTRERFB. 
1la.ims i demnity for fifty head of cattle valued at 1,250 io · 
0.'""regate, alleged to have been tolen by a party of Mc culero I 
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. the 27th of December, 1848. The affidavit of Lauriano 
Jnd1 n on d Juan Jose Varela confirms the statements of t~e 
~treres an resented on the 23d of August, 1854, and this 
!ma_nt;patier: Jrred by the limitation of the statute of 1834. No 
,m it. erleaorrrangements were made with said Indian at the date 
nvcn 10na . 
the alleged depredation. 
102. JESUS MARIA BACA. 
·Iairu indemnity for five horses, one mule, and fourteen cow , 
lucd at u80 in the aggrega_te, alleged to have been stolen by a 
rty of Jiccarilla Apache Indians on the 8th of May, 1847. The affi-
,·it of Florencio de la Garcia and Ramon B. Chavez confirm the 
t ment of the claimant-papers presented on the 20th of Augu t, 
] -4 and this claim is therefore barred by the limitation of the 
tu'te of 1834. No conventional arratgements were made with said 
Indian at the date of the alleged depredation. 
103. ANTONIO TEROU CHAVIS. 
11 im indemnity for two mules, three horses, two cows, and ten 
o n, valued at $625 in the aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by 
p rty of Navajoe Indians on the 1st of August, 1848. The affi-
vit of Francesco Chaves confirms the statements of the claimant-
pr presented on the 23d of August, 1854, and this claim is there-
r barred by the limitation of the statute of 1834. No conventional 
r ng rnents were made with said Indians at the date of the alleged 
i,r • lation. 
104. JULIEN LUCERO. 
laim indemnity for sixty-three cows, valued at $1,575 in the l 11ate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of Navajoe Indians 
1 ,r/5t of March, 1847. The affidavit of Juan Antonio Fajardo 
1 tbna confirm the statements of the claimant-papers pre-lim~~ t' e 23/ of August, 1854, and this claim is therefore barred by 
r ma,l/~~t° th~ statu~e of 1834. No conventional arrangements 
h said Indians at the date of the alleged depredation. 
105. Josi JESUS ROMERO. 
1m indemnity fi h I in the or t ree mules, one cow, and one ox, valued 
u c Ina· aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of 
1'p da~:~s/fi the 26th of October, 1847. The affidavit of Sal-
l ~n the 23l 0[~ the statements of _the ~lai~ant-papers pre-limitati n of th ugust, 1854, and this claim is therefore barred 
rnach.• with said !:~~tute of 1834. No c_onveutional arrangem~nts 
ians at the date ot the allegtd depredat10n. 
. l06. SABINO GONZALES. 
Ill} . indemnity fi · 
· lued at 710 ?r shix yoke of oxen, two mules, and three in t e aggregate, alleged to have been st~len 
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by a party of Navajoe Indians on the 15th of March and 1 h 
eptember, 1847. The affidavit of Juan Ar?ino Gonzale and l'r . 
ci co Lima confirms the statements of the claimant-paper pre 
on the 23d of August, 1854, and this claim is therefore barred by th 
limitation of the statute of 1834. No conventional arrangern n 
were made with said Indians at the date of the alleged depreda i 
107. Jos:fu MARTIN. 
Claims indemnity for three horses and one jackass, valued at 1 
in the aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of av J 
Indians on the 14th of January, 1851. The affidavit of Pedro ,J 
Martin and Jose Antonio Montoya confirms the statement of th 
claimant-papers presented on the 24th of August, 1854, and thi 
claim is therefore barred by the statute of 1834. Conventionnl r-
rangements were made with said Indians at the date of the allc 
depredation, but no annuities were provided thereby. 
108. MANUEL TRUSILLO. 
Claims indemnity for twelve oxen and three horses, valued at, i 
in the aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of v · 
Indians on the 29th of September, 1847. The affidavit of J ·. 1 
Pedillo and Francisco Tajoya confirms the statements of the cl lit· 
ant--papers presented on the 23d of August, 1854, and thi clnitn i 
therefi re barred by the limitation of the statute of 1834. o · 
ventional arrangements were made with said Indians at the d t 
the alleged depredation. 
109. VINCENTE PINO. 
laim. indemnity for eighty-six bead of cattle and nine hor e , v In 
a~ '2, 7uo in the aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by a P r .. 
Jicc~nlla Apache Indians on the 10th of September, 1 49, an,l 1 
April, 1 51. The affidavits of Pedro Velarda confirm the tat rn 
of tl1> ~laimant-papers presented on the 13th of July, 1 54, 
th c c]ann are therefore barred by the limitation of the t tut. 
1 34. o conventional arrangements were made with aid Indi 
at th <late of the alleged depredations. 
110. SANTIAGO GONZALES. 
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11 l. MANUEL OLONA. 
. . d nit for seven mules and one saddle horse, valued at 
181.m ~n em r?o.ate alleged to have been stolen by a pa~ty of 
ro tn t e. agg c, the 22d of January 1850. The affi. av1t f 
P c~e Int::!a~!s and Jose Jaramillo 'confirm the stateme~t of 
le,ro At xcept as regards the date of the alleged dcpreclat1 n-
e </1~::e~t:d on the 23d of August, 1854, and this claim i t~1 r -
peb p d by the limitation of the statute of 1834. No convent10nal 
r 0!~:ents were made with said Indians at the date of the all ged 
predation. 
112. HENRY CONNELLY. 
Claims indemnity for :fifteen thousand and nine hundred and eleven 
. p valued at $23,866 50 in the aggregate, alleged to ha b n 
• le~ by a party of Navajoe Indians in the years of 1 46 and 1 ~ 0-
l' r: presented on the ~3d of February, 1853, and the e claim are 
efore barred by tbe limitation of the statute of 1834. No tr aty 
.le with said Indians until September 9, 1849, and no annuities 
~l· provided thereby. 
113. JosE CANDALARIO. 
Claims indemnity for one horse and one mule, valued at $·10 in the 
. rei,ate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of N avajoe Indians 
June, 1847. The affidavit of Rafael Chaves confirms the statements 
1
<' _claim_ant:-papers presented on the 12th of February, 1853, 
1 
1 tlus claIID 1s therefore barred by the limitation of the statute of 
I. No conventional arrangements were made with said Indians 
he date of the alleged depredation. 
114. RAFAEL CHAVES. 
im · d · h in emmty for one thousand and seven hundred sheep 
ob .er pr
1
operty, valued at $2,728 in the ag-o-reo-ate, allecred t~ 
n sto e b . <.Jo o l"" 
- 'rh ffii ~ a party of NavaJoe Indians in the month of June, 
~I lime ~ avit of Jose Candalario confirms the statements of 
• cL\im ~n thpapers presented on the 12th February, 1853, and 
r ity :ade e;~fhre 1?arred _by the limitation of the statute of 1834. 
·on. it said Indians at the date of the alleged depre-
•• ·
1 T Luzl!mo J , F 
Tl.5TA DuRlN ~E ELIPE MADRIL, RAFAEL ARAGONE, JuAN B.AP· 
• , OSE ANTONIO FLORES, and JULIAN BACA. 
im indemnit for 
lued at { 400 _ten mules, twenty-two horses, and thirty-six I r y of Jad~ .1{n 
the aggregate, alleged to have been stolen 
l on the 25~
1 t f pache Indians in August, 1851-papers 
II. Ev D O anuary, 1855, and this claim is barred by 
... . oc. 123-3 
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the limitation of the statute of 1834. The affidavit of Pedro r · 
and Jose de Jesus Garcia confirms the statements of the claim 1 
No conventional arrangements were made with said Indian on n · 
date of the alleged depredations. 
116. PEDRO LUZERO. 
Claims indemnity for twenty-two cows, nine mules, and nine hor 
valued at $1,720 in the aggregate, alleged to have been stol n b 
party of Apache Indians in 1850 and 1852. The affidavits of ,J 
Manuel Valdez and Jose Franco Loyro confirm the statement8 oft 
claimant-papers presented on the . 25th January, 1855, and thi 
claim is therefore barred by the limitation of the statute of 1834. · 
conventional arrangements were made with said Indians at the dbt o 
the alleged depredations. 
117. ROMAN GARCIA. 
Claims indemnity for three thousand eight hundred and seven h p 
one jackass, and one gun, valued at $7,659 in the aggregate, nllc' 
to have been stolen by a party of Jiccarilla Apache Indians in April 
1850. 'l'he affidavits of Jomas Ulware and Mariane Gonzales confiru 
the statements of the claimant-papers presented on the 25th J n • 
ary, 1855, and this claim is therefore barred by the limitation of 11 
tatute of 1834 No treaty made with said Indians at the date o 
alleged depredation. 
118. SANTIAGO ULIVARRI. 
Claims indemnity for one thousand six hundred and sixty-two h 
£ rty g ats, and one jackass, valued at $3,42~ in the aggr 1n_t • 
1 rre~l to have been stolen by a party of Jiccarilla Apache In<l in ~ 
Apnl, 1 50 . The affidavit of Prudencia Grego and Jose and I 
1 
·ircia confirms the statements of the claimant-papers pre ·nl l 
t~1 _25t? of January, 1855, and this claim is therefore ba.rnl h 
h 1tat10n of the statute of 1834. No conventional arrangement 
ma<le with said Indians at the date of alleged depredation. 
119. Josi DOLORES ROMERO. 
1nim indemnity for forty-four cows four oxen, and on h 
vu] 1 at , ·1 30 in the aO'greo-ate alle~ed to have been atol nd 1. 
_r Y f icca~illnApache°Indians 'in February, 1850. Thcnffi 
f ' I rn.nci c_o Lozero and J Ofle Manuel Valdez confirm th. J • 
nts ~f th~ cl~1mant-papers presented on the 23d ?a.nunr) 
an, tl11 la1m 1 t~10refore barred by the limitatior_i of t~e i 
1 ,3·.L c nvent1onal arrangements were made with said In 
the date of the alleged depredation. 
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120. MARIA GERTRUDE GONZALES. 
. · d mni'ty for four oxen and other articles of personal prop-
ims 10 e · d h b t 1 l valued at $135in the aggregate, all_ege to ave een s ? n )J \tv ofNavajoe Indians on th~ 25th of Sep~ember, 1850. 'lhe ffi-
\; ·of Jose Antanio Rogue, m confirmatwn of the statem nt . f 
I · nt-papers presented on the 24th of August, 1854, a~d th1s 
. c ~im:herefore barred by the limitation of the statute of 1 4. 
11
~~e~tional arrangements were made :v~th said Indi~ns at the date 
the alleged depredation, but no annmties were provided thereby. 
121. MICHEL STEEK. 
UI im indemnity for sixteen mules and two horses, valued at 
13 O in the aggregate, allegtd to have been stolen by a party f 
he 1ndians on the 1st of January, 1852. The affidavits of Facundo 
Pino nnd Wilham Deeken, in confirmation of the statement of the 
imaot-papers presented on the 1st of January, 1855, and this 
im i therefore barred by the limitation of the statute of 1834. No 
\' •ntioual arrangements were made with said Indians at the date 
the alleged depredation. 
CLASS No. 2. 
_The_17th section of the intercourse act of 1834 provides that indem-
. tio~ shall be made for depredations committed by Indians in 
ity wtth the United States upon the presentation of necessary 
limc_nt. and prools, upon th~ parties showmg that they were law-,. With th I d' ~ . m e n 1an country, and had never sou O'ht private satis-
1 n for the same. 0 
Th· follo wi I · b tic l ng c~m~s, em raced in class No. 2, do not, in these 
u ars, come w1tlun the provi~ions of the act above recited : 
I. LORENzo, LENNA, and JosE MARIA PADILLA. 
im indemnity ~ th 
, regat 11 or ree oxen and two cows, valued at $125 in 
. n on th' \ 5erd to have been stolen by a party of Apache 
ro confir!s tl~e 
8
~f February, 1853.. The affidavit of Vincente 
,I of A ,atements ut the cla1mants -·-plil,pers preRented on 
ucrust 1854 C t' 1 "' · 
. . ,t Indians at th · onven 10rrn arrangements were made 
ere provided th:i~t~. of the alreged depredation, but no an-
2 · RAMON LENN A i . • 
. indemnity fi · 1 tn in the aggr or rg 1teen oxen, valued at $25 per head 
l> che lndrnega e to h$450, alleged to have been stolen by ~ Juan Felipe P:r~~ t e rnth of December , 1851. Theaffi-
:inenta of the cla' ta and Carlos Sanches, in confirmation of 
imant-papers presented on the 23d August, 
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1854. No conventional arrangements were made with aid ri 
at the date of the alleged depredations. 
3. JOSE APODACA. 
Claims indemnity for two mules and two horses, valued at ·3 
the aggregitte, alleged to have been stolen by a party of 
1 Indians on the 29th of January, 1853. The affidavit of E t,in I 
Montoza, in confirmation of the statements of the claimant-i I r pre ented on the 23d of August, 1854. A treaty of amity was ,u 
with said Indians at the date of the alleged depredation, but 
annuities were provided thereby. 
4. ANTONIO JosE LENNA. 
Claims indemnity for 1,532 head of sheep, at $2 per head, and 
head of cattlP-, at $25 dollars each~ amounting to $3,189 in then r 
gate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of Apache Indian 
the J th of December, 1851. The affidavit of J ose de J esus l oru r 
in confirmation of the statements of the claimant. No conv nti 
arrangements were made with said tribe at ' the date of the all 
depredation. Papers presented on the 23d August, 1854. 
5. Ju AN l\foNTOLLAS. 
Claims indemnity for tbr.ee horses, at $100 each, and four ox n, 
25 each, amounting to $400 in the aggregate, alleged to hav 
tolcn by a party of Apaches . on the 20th of F ebruary, 1 5B. 
affidavit of Benevel Chavis, in confirmation of the statement o 
claimant-papers presented on the 14th August , 1854. A tr . 
amity was made with said tribe at the date of the alleged deprcd h 
out no annuities were provided thereby. 
6. MANUEL VIGIL. 
Claim indemnity for three mules, at $60 each , and nine o. 
25 ch, amounting to $405 in the aggregate, alleged to ba\' . 
t 1en by a party of Apache Indians on the 25th of Decemb r, 1 : 
Th affi avit of Henriques rrujillo in confirmation of the• tu m 
f th., c1 imant-papers presenterl ~n the 23d of August, 1 54. 
v nt1onal arrangements were made with said tribe at the dat 
all ged depredation, but no annuities were provided thereb ', 
7. ANTONIO MoNTOZA. 
laim indemnity for six 0xen, valued at $25 each, and on • 
, and one mule at 40, amounting in the aggregate 1 t have been tolen by a party of Gila Apache 0~ 
o • ru r' an the 25th of December, 1853. The affidin·i 
cen te . mero and Juan Chavis, in confirmation of the fR ~ 
the clalllla~t -papers presented on the 23d of Augu t, 1 
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f ·t as made with said Indians at the date of the alleged v o ami Y w · · · , d h b 
,1 t· bu· t no annmties were prov1ue t ere Y. rt a ions, 
8. Jos:fu ANTONIO GALLEGOS. 
I ims indemnity for four oxen, valued at $25 each, an:iounting to 
1 11 O'ed to have been stolen by a party of Apache Indians, on the 
1 '; D~ember, 1851. The affidavits of Duber:jen Sane.hes and Felipe 
• ir nda, in confirmation of the statements of th_e claimant-papers 
nte<l on the 23d August, 1854. No convent10nal arrang~ments 
re made with the Indians at the date of the alleged depredat10n. 
9. MANUEL TRUJILLO. 
hims indemnity for sixteen oxen, valued at $25 each} and two 
r , at 40 each, and two axes, $6, amounting to $486 in the 
, . ,irate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of Apache Indians 
the 21 t of December, 1851. The affidavits of Jose Antonio Gal-
. ud Duberjen Sanches, in confirmation of the statements of the 
imant-papers presented on the 23d of August, 1854. No con-
ntional arrangements were made with said lndians at the date of 
alleged depredation. 
10. WILLIAM J. CONNER. 
hLi~s indemnity for one cow, valued at $50, one ox, at $30, and 
h _1fcrs , at $15 each, amounting in the aggregate to $110} alleged 
lm\c been stolen by a party of Apache Indians on the 15th of 
~i1try, 1853. The affidavit of Vincente Romero in confirmation 
t c tatements of the claimant-papers present~d on the 23d of 
0 
'':· t, 1 54. A treaty of amity was made with said Indians at 
r
','Lte of the alleged depredation, but no annuities were provided 
,y. 
11. JUAN NEPOSENA LOPEZ. 
I itns indemnit fi t 
1 in the a Y or wo oxen, valued at $35 each, amounting to 
ches on 1i:e1~~~ ~peged to hav~ been s~olen by a_ party ?f Gila 
·ro in confirm t' February, 1853. The affidavit of Vmcente 
. I on the 23d a ~?~of the statement of the claimant-papers pre-
_h_ id Indians ai°the ugust, 1854. A treaty of amity was made 
1 provided thereby .date of the alleged depredations, but no an-
12· Jos:fu foNAcro MoNTOZA. 
im indemnity for ei ht 
ch; five mules, at $7t ea::tres, valued at $40 each ; four colts, at 
ch, amounting in th ' one mule, at $100, and five horses at 
by ~ part.y of Jic e_llggAregate to $1,350, alleged to have b~en 
lav1t of Prudenci~rB a paches on the 25th of July., 1851. 
aca and Tomas Montolta, in confirmation. 
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of the statements of the claimant-papers presented on the 4th 
June, 1854. No conventional arrangeme?ts were made with i 
Indian at the date of the alleged depredation. 
13. ANTONIO Jos:fu CHAVIS. 
Claims indemnity for thirty head of cattle, at $25 per head, amoun. 
ing in the aggregate to $750, alleged to have been stolen by a par 
of Ap che Indians on the 6th of December, 1851. The affida\'i 
Franci co Ca tillo, in confirmation of the statements of the claim n _ 
pap r pre ented on 23d of August, 1854. No conventional arran 
ment were made with said Indians at the date of the alleged tl p 
dations. 
14. MANUEL OLONA. 
Claims indemnity for three mules, valued at $50 each, amountio 
in the a~gregate to $150, alleged to have been stolen by a party o 
Apache Indians on the 15th of February, 1852, and in Noveru r 
1 5, . The affidavits of Ignacio Enriques, Telefero Almundar n 
<lro Campus, in confirmation of the statements of the claim n -
pn.p r pre ented on the 23d August, 1854. A treaty of amity 
d with said Indians at the date cf the alleged depredations, but n 
annuitie were provided thereby. 
15. DuBERJEN SANCHES. 
lnim indemnity for three oxen, valued at $25 each, amountin i 
th ar,gr gate to $75, alleged to have been stolen by a party of Ap ch 
lnclian on the 21st of December, 1851. The affidavit of ,J 
A,ntc,nio . allegos and Filipe Miranda, in confirmation of the• t~t ·m • 
of th c!mmant-papers presented on the 23d of August, J 4. 
con v ·n 1onal arrang .... ments were made with said Indians at the 
of tl alleged depredations. 
16. JUAN BANTF,STO CORDOVA. 
. indemnity for four cows, valued at $25 per head , nnd 
yok' of xen, at 50, amounting to $150 in the aggregate, a~l 1 
h r.',, h n. tolen by a party of Apache Indians on 15t~ of • I J 
v,,, nd m ove~?er of the same year. The a!fidav1t of: 
Alb n nz le , F1hpe Duran, and Juan Montoza, m confirm 1 
th t t m ~ nts of the claimant-papers presented on t_he · 
u 'll t, 1 4. A treaty of amity was made with said Indian. 
t f the alleged depredations but no annuities were pr 
th rcby. ' 
17, Y ALARIO GONZALES. 
lni ind mity for two horses valued at $50 each, and on 
at ·0 , am unting in the aggregate to $150, alleged to Jun' 
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t f Apache Indians in the month of January, 1853. 
l n ?ya.part· YJ O,, 1\,,-aria Gonzales in confirmation of the statements 
afliclav1t o ose i,1. ' h t' J 1854 A 
· t- apers presented on the lOt o une, . 
he cflai~tan asp made with sctid Indians at the date of the alleged 
t\' o ami Y w 'd d h b 
·<l t' but no annuities were prov1 e t ere Y. pre a 10n, 
18. PEDIO CHAVIS. 
Claims indemnity for four oxen, valued at $25 each, an~ one ox, at 
alleired to have been stolen by a party of Apache Indians on the 
.. I of December, 1851. The affidavits of Jose Antonio G11.lle~os 
1011 Dnberjen Sanches, in confirmation of the stdtements of the c~a1m-
a t-papers presented on the 23d of August, 1854. No convent10nal 
rr !Jlfernents were made with said Indians at the date of the alleged 
predation. 
19. EsTANISLAO MoNTOzA. 
!aims indemnity for 26 mules, valued at $75 per head, and four 
·e. , at 100 each, amounting to $2 ,350 in the aggregate, alleged 
have been stolen by a part_y of Apache Indians on the 12th of Sep-
1-11b •r, 1851. The affidavit of Juan Antonio Armijo, in confirmc1-
• <1f the statements of the claimant-papers presented on the 23d 
. Angt~ t, 1854. No conventional arrangements were made with 
I lud1ans at the date of the alleged depredation. 
20 . HENRIQUES TRUJILLO. 
I ims indemnity for one horse, valued at $50, and various items 
1 thcr personal property, amounting in the aggregate to $182 50, 
• 
1l to have been stolen by a party of Apache Indians on the 26th 
vember, 1851. The affidavit of Juan Gutierres in confirmation 
stitt~ments of the claimant-papers present:d on the 23d of 
1 t, l8o4. No conventional arrangements were made with said 
I .us at the date of the alleged depredation. 
21. MANUEL and RAFEAL ARMIJO. 
0 i~ i~temnity for 85 mules, at $75 per head, and 60 head of 
1 beach, amounting in the aggregate to $7 875 alleged to o en ya par+y of A h I d' h ' ' thofF b · 11 pac e n ians on t e 15th of January and 
ndal! .rua:y, l852 The affidavits of Antonio Duran and Santi-
r pre/~\ m confirmation of the statements of the claimants-
, m nt ~ e on the 27th of December, 1852. No conditional ar-
tion. ere made with said Indians at the date of the alleged 
22. PEDRO BACA. 
i . 
. indemnity for · 
n he ago-re t nme oxen, valued at $20 each, amounting to 
on th; i§~e, t11eged. to have been stolen by a party Apache 
0 ebruary, 1853. The affidavit of Vincente 
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Romero contradicts the statement of the claimant in regard to 
time of the commission of the offence ; the affiant swear tli 
oxen were driven off on the 15th of February, and the claiman 
they were stolen on the 18th of the same m~nth-papers pr 
on the 23d of August, 1854. A treaty of amity was made with · 
Indian at the date of the alleged depredation, but no annuitie 
provided thereby. 
23. JUAN ABEITA. 
laims indemnity for 54 goats, valued at $2 per head, amoun in 
to I 04 in the aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by a part· 
Apache Indians in the month of November, 1852. The affi!liiv it 
Manuel Montoza, in confirmation of the statements of the claim, 11 -
pap r pre ented on the 23d of August, 1854, A treaty of amity 
made with said Indians at the date of the alleged depredation, but 
no aunuities were provided thereby. 
24. LEWIS and RAMONOE BACA, heirs of MANUEL ARMIJO. 
laim indemnity for 16 oxen, valued at $25 per head, and 9 mul , 
at GO per head, and other property amounting in the aggr 11nt 
'950, alleged to have been stolen by a party of Apache Indian. on ! 
10th of December, 1852, and the 2d of March, 185::L The affid \It 
of I oman Apodaca, Ylario Gonzales, and .Francisco Rnbi, in c D· 
:firm ti?n of the statements of the claim ,rnts-papers pre ·en~ecl n_th 
2!Jtl1 of Au 1rust, 1854. A treaty of amity was made with aullnd! n 
at the date of the alleged depredation, but no annuities were pro\'td 
the1 ·by. · 
25. ANTONIO JOSE LENNA. 
'lnim indemnity for 2 ~ oke of oxen valued at $100, and 1 
.. G, • mounting in all to $125, allegea'to have been stolen b . P_T 
f Ap>i.c}p Indian on the 19th of December, 1851. The afh,Jnut 
• ~dva lor Apadoca, apparently contradictory-papers present I on~ 
2 
~l of A_ugmt, 1 54. No conventional arrangement8 were mild 1 
1 ln<lmn at the date of the alleged depredation. 
26. Josi ANTONIO CIIAVIS. 
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27. ANTONIO JosE LuNA. 
. · d ·ty .e:0r 1 533 sheep v~lued at $2 50 per head, and Juro lil emm 11 ' ' $ 892 50 11 d t t 60 amounting in the aggregate to 3, , a ege o 1 dogl a t i'en by a party of Apache Indians on the 21st of N ovem-
\" 1een ° · M 1· · fi t· f tl 
1 "l The affidavit of Santiago o rna, m con rma 10n o 10 
rt m:n; of the claimant-papers presented on t_he 23~ of A.ugu. t, 
1 H. No conventional arrange~ents were made with said Indians at 
date of the alleged depredat10n. 
28. GABRIEL LUCERO. 
Cl ims indemnity for 2 horses, valued at $100 each, amounting to 
• o in the aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by a par~y f 
Ap ir.he Indi~ns on the 15th o~ Fe1?ruary, 185~. ~he affidavit. f 
ntonio Mana Sanches, and Jose Cristobal TruJ1llo; m confirmat10n 
the statements of the claimant-papers presented on the 28th f 
uly, 1P55. A treaty of amity was made with said Indians at the 
t • of the alleged depredation, but no annuities were provided 
reby. 
29. ANTONIO MARIA SANCHES. 
!aims inde~nity for two horses, valued at $40 each, and one mule, 
,>0, amountmg to $130 in the aggregate, alleged to have been 
,lcn ~ya party of Apache Indians on the 8th of July, ·1852. The 
1 flav1t of Jose Cristobal Truiillo and Juan de Dias Sanches in 
li~~ n.ti~n of the stateme~ts of' the claimant-papers presented' on 
1 /,th of February, 1855. A treaty of amity was made with said 1
~n1 ·1at the date of the alleged depredation, but no annuities were provu er thereby. 
30. PEDRO AGNENE. 
!aim indem · t fi · · j in tl Ill Y or sixteen oxen, valued at $40 per bead, amount-
ii A,1;1~:gred~ate to $640, alle~ed to have been stolen by a party of J ~ ,1 . eC n ians on the 1st of December 1852 The affidavits of 
•
1 aria astal d E ' · t . of the 1 . es an steven Ochoa, in confirmation of the state-I • l. A trea~ aimant_-papers presented on the 29th of December, 
I , ·d deprealttf a~ity was ma~~ with said In~ians at the date of the 
on, ut no annmties were provided thereby. 
31, ESTEBEN GARCIA. 
tm indemnity forth 
hnr e at 40 r_eemules, valued at $50each one mule at$70 
Q tol~n by ~ a~~~ntmg :,o $2_60 in the aggregat~, alleged 'to hav~ 
ud the 25th pf f of Jiccanlla Apache Indians on the 16th of 
h . and Oristo\al ugus.~, 18~2. The affidavits of Antonio Maria 
c ttnant-pape Trujillo, m confirmation of the statements of 
rs presented on the J 3th, of February, 1855. A 
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treaty of amity was made with said Indians at the date of th 
leged depredation, but no annuities were provided thereby. . 
32. ANTONIO ARANNA Y PAEZ. 
Claims indemnity for one mare, valued at $100; one horse at 60 · ix 
mules, at $50 each, and one mule, at $90, amounting in th~ aggre 
to $550, alleged to have been stolen by a party of Kiowa Indian in th 
month of December, 1851. The affidavits of Juan de Dios PadillaU. 
fael Marques, Ramon Alavia, and Faustina Montozo, in conflict \'it 
the statements of the claimant-papers presented on the 7th Octo 
1854. No conventional arrangements were made with said Indian 
the date of the alleged depredation. 
33. REGES ARAGON. 
Claims indemnity for eighteen cows, valued at $25 each, amountin 
in the aggregate to $450, alleged to have been stolen by a party o 
Comanche Indians in the month of July, 1852. The affidavit of 
Miguel Montoza and Juan Agustin Atencio, in confirmation of th 
statements of the claimant-papers presented on the 7th of Octoln 
1854. No conventional arrangements were made with said Indi n 
at the date of the alleged depredation. 
34. REGES ARAGON. 
Claims indemnity for one cow, valued at $25 ; one horse, at 30 · on 
mule, at $85; and one mule, at$50, amounting in theaggreg~te to. IU • 
alleged to have been stolen by a party of Apache Indians rn th 
n:onthA o~ June and September, 1852. The affidavits of Juan A 11 • 
tm Atenc10, and Andres Baca in confirmation of the statement 
the claimant-papers present;d on the 7th of Octobe\, 1 54. 
treaty of amity was made with said Indians at the date of the all 
depredation, but no annuities provided thereby. 
35. GABRIEL VIGIL. 
Claims indemnity for 8 mules valued at $75 each, and 1 hor 1 10 , amoun~ing in ~he aggreg~te to $700, a,lleged to have been t ro 
by a party oi J1ccanlla Apache Indians on the 27th of Novcm . 
1 ~2. The affidavits ofHaban Romero and Guadalupe Fre q_u 1 
confirmation of the statements of the claimant--papers pre en.;1 I . t~ 2 th of July, 1855. A treaty of amity was made with. _Ill 
dmn at the date of the alleged depredation but no annuitic 
provided thereby. ' 
36. TOMAS GRUALE. 
<Jlaim indemnity for 3 mules valued at $100 each· 2 hor e a 
h d 
' ' "' eac , an 4- goats, at 2 50 e3 ch amounting in the aggre 
507 50, alleged to have been stoled by a party of .Navajoes on th 
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i and the 19th of March, 1854. T he a~dav~ts of 
ptember, 185 ' d Ramon B Chavis in confirmat10n of the 
G l l Pe Gallegos an · ' h 25th f A t n (au h claimant-papers presented on t _e o ugu , 
emrnts oft e f ·ty was made with said Indians at the date of 
1 ·4, Adtrdeaty ~a:i!~s but no annuities were provided thereby. 
e allege epre , 
37. FRANCISCO SALAS. 
Claims indemnity for 19 head of cattle, valued at $15 pe~ h ead; 4 
l at 40 each · 1 horse, at $100 ; 2 horses, at $30 each , one a s, 1 
~2 and $9 in doin; amounting in all to $ 626, alleged to have 
n tolen by a party of Jiccarilla Apaches on the 15th of ~ugu t, 
1 ·1. The affidavits of Agapito Gonzales and Jesus L encero, m con-
firmation of the statements of the claimant-papers presented on ~he 
17th June, 1854. No conventional arrangem~nts were made with 
id Indians at the date of the alleged depredat10n. 
38. IGNACIO MIERA. 
Claims indemnity for 22 sheep, valued at $2 50 per head ; 140 
I mb , at $1 per head; 2 horses, at $50 each, and other property, 
mounting in the aggregate to $406, alleged to have been stolen by a 
rty of' Mescalero Apaches on the 10th of April, 1854. The affidavits 
Manuel Antonio Archiveq ue and Francisco Miera, in confirmation 
the statements of the claimant-papers presented on the 4th of 
nnc, 1 54. A treaty of amity was made with said Indians at the 
lcof the alleged depredation, but no annuities were provided thereby. 
39. ROBERT T. BRENT and PRESTON BECK. 
Cini~ indemnity for 135 head of stock valued at $65 per h ead 
Ollllh ' th ' ' rt n~ m _e aggregate to $8,775, alleged to have been stolen by 
P I Y ot NavaJoes on the 12th of September, 1849. The affidavits 
xafnder Duvall and Isidro Montella in confirmation of the state-
n o th l · ' r ;
1
t 
1
ec ~imants-papers presented on the 29th November, 1851. 
I c// amit~ was concluded with said Indians at the date of the 
epredat10n, but no annuities were provided thereby. 
40. MANUEL GREGORIA GOMES. 
im indem ·t fi 
· · ch; 1 ho~
1 Y or 25 mules, valued at $100 each ; 57 mares, at 
I nt, 25 eac s~, at $30 _; 1~ colts, at $10 each, and 22 head of 
' be •n tolen t' amountm~ 1!1 th~ aggregate to $4,635, ~lleged to 
1 "'2 and thy! party of J1ccanlla Apaches on the 24th of Au-
in ·z, Yentur/M~t~ July, 1851. 'l1~e affid~ vi ts of Juan Ignacio 
n,ll'z in confi rt~nez, J nan Antomo Espmosa, and Anastasio 
' rmat10n f th ot l of the 28th f J O e statements of the claimant-papers 
.• irl Indians ato th uly, l85~. A treaty of amity was concluded 
11 were provid d teh date of the alleged depredations, but no 
e ere by. 
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A portion of the claim is barred by the limitation of the act ofl 3 (amounting to $550 ) 
41. JAMES H. QUINN and LUCIEN B. MAXWELL. 
Claim indemnity for 175 head of cattle, valued at $25 per h d 
four mules, at $50 each, and six horses, at $100 each, amountin~ in b' 
ag~regate to $5,175, alleged to have been stolen by a party of h 
Indians on the 26th of June, 1850. The affidavit of Luther Whit l 
Martin B. Elkins, Benjamin Wrighter, Daniel Lawrence, John : 
Brown, Jose Leandro Martine, William Kronig, John T. Pri 
Henry Griffetbs and Auguste Lacome, in confirmation of the tat 
1 
men ts of the claimants-papers presented on the 30th of October, 1 ,j:., 
A treaty of amity was concluded with said Indians at the date of tl 
alleged depredation, but no annuities provided thereby. 
42. JUAN ANTONIO BORREGO. 
Claims indemnity for six mules, valued at $100 each; one hor c, 
100, and one ox, at $20, amounting in the aggregate to $720, a1lc I 
to have been stolen by a party of Jiccarillo Apache Indian on th 
25th of August, 1854. The affidavits of Manuel Martine, and Mann I 
Antonio Mestas, in confirmation of the statements of the claimant-
papers presented on the 28th December, 1854. A treaty of amity w 
made with said Indians at the date of the alleged depredation, but n 
annuities were provided thereby. 
43. MANUEL CHA VIS. 
Claims iuclemnity for seven head of oxen, valued at $350, and 
hor es, at 80, amounting in the aggregate to $430, alleged t ~1h 
been s~olen by a party of Apache Indians in the year 1852 .. 1. 
affidavits of Jose ·Telles Pablo Melendiez and Jose Yre Garci 1 18 
('Ontra<liction of the state~ents of the clai~ant-papers pre e_nteil . 
the. 27th of June, 1855. A treaty of amity was made ~v~th r 
lnch~n at the date of the alleged depredation, but no annuitic 
1>rov1ded thereby. 
44. J osE MARIA RonERQUES. 
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45. p ABLO MALENDEZ. 
. . 't for one mare and colt, valued at $60, alleged_ to 
Chum rndemm Y rt of Apache Indians in the year 18 2. 
h \'e been ~tolef fY ,.a J:ri! Roderques and Manuel Chavi are un-
'fh~ ~ffidav1ts ~ in~~~clusive-papers presented on the 27th June, 
t1 factory ant f mity was made with said Indians at the date of 
1 55 A trea Y O a · · d d th · b t e~lleged depredation, but no annmtts were provi e me y. . 
46. JOSE TELLES. 
Claims indemnity for one horse, valued at $35, alleged to have 
l ,0 tolen by a party of Apache Indians in the summer of 1 '"_2. 
'Ihe affidavits of Jose Y res Garcia and Francisco Parea arc un at1s-
,1ctory and inconclusive-papers pre~ented_ on t~e 27th of June, 
J ·53, A treaty of amity was made ":i~h said India_ns at t he date of 
the alleged depredations, but no annmties were provided thereby. 
47. JosE TELLES. 
Claims indemnity for one mare and colt, valued at $55, alleged to 
11 \'.'e been stolen by a party of Apache Indians in the year 1853. 
The affidavits of Jose Y res Garcia and Juan Carrera in contradiction 
of_ tl!e statements of the claimant in regard to the time of the com-
m, .. 10~ of the injury ; the claimant says it was in 1853, and the 
~c~avtts that it was in 1852-papers presented on the 27th of June, 
1 i,>. A treaty of amity was made with said Indians at the date of 
the alleged depredations, but no annuities were provided thereby. 
48. JosE YRES GARCIA. 
h .~ :~ indemnity for two horses, valued at $35 each, amounting in 
I 1: re~ate to $70, alleged to have been stolen by a party of Apache 
n um lil the years 1852 and 1854. The affidavits of Juan Jose 
trrclm a1nd. Manuel Chavis are not deemed conclusive, as they do C l'lLI' y d t'f h un, 1 55 i en 
1 Y t e Ind~ans-papers presented on the 27th of 
d . 'or th · A treaty of am1_ty was made with said Indians at the 
h rcby. e alleged depredations, but no annuities were provided 
49. JUAN JosE CARRERA. 
lllims ind em . t fi 
·n tol>n b :1 Y. or one horse, val_ued ~t $50, alleged to have 
t la\'it. of /~ /1\ty of Apache Indians m the year J 852 . The 
paper 1°
8
e e eds and Jose Y res Garcia are not deemed conclu-Jresente on th 9.7 h J , . 
mnd<! with th A e ~ t u~e, 1855. A treaty of amity 
r111u itie we e p~ches at the date of the alleged depredation but 
re provided thereby. ' 
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50. FRANCISCO PAREA. 
Claims indemnity for two yoke of oxen, valued at $50 per v 
amounting in the aggregate to $100, alleged to have been stolen'b 
party of Apache Indians i_n the year 185~. The a~davits of ,J 
'relles and Jose Yres Garcia are not deemed conclusive-pap r IT 
sented on the 27th June, 1855. A treaty of amity was conclul 
with said Indians at the date of the alleged depredation, but no D· 
nuities were were provided thereby. 
It will be perceived that the claims, numbered 43 and 50 inclu j 
rest upon the testimony of the claimants alone, who exchange th 'r 
evidence so as to become witnesses for and in behalf of each other. 
51. ANTONIO CONSTANTE. 
Claims indemnity for property, consisting of ninety-six oxen, o 
horses, eight wagons, a bill of merchandize, cooking uten i1 , ·c., 
val ueJ at $7,418 in the aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by 
party of Apache Indians on the 28th of January, 1852. Th • 
davits of Juan Mirival, Siquio, Duran, Bernardo Chavis, and H •nry 
D. Curriff, in confirmation of the statements of the claimant-paJ r 
presented on the 1st of June, 1854. No conventional arrangem ·n 
were concluded with said Indians at the date of the alleged d pr 
dation . 
.70vernor Merriwether states that in 1853 this claimant pre •n 
a petition, under oath, estimating the value of the property at al 
5,000, and now he (claimant,) swears it was worth $7,418. 
52. FELIX GARCIA. 
Claims indemnity for twenty-seven mules, valued at $75 per h 
and two mares with colts at $100 each amounting in the acr re' 
to 2,225, alle~ed to hav~ been stolen b~ a party of J~ccar~llo ~pn h 
on the 29th of November, 1854. The affidavits of Lms L~J11118 
Apolonario Romero, in confirmation of the statements of the clai~ n -
paper presented on the 30th December 1854. A treaty of a~tt · 
acle wi:·~ said Indians at the date of the alleged depredation, b 
no annmt1es were provided thereby. 
53. FRANCISCO TOMAS, CABEZA DE BACA. 
laims indemnity for eleven horses valued at $40 per hearl, 
tw nty- even mules, at $75 per head. 'amounting in the a(Tgr " 
'2, 5, alleged to have been stolen by a party of Jiccarillo Apacl 
th 21 t f August, 1854. The affidavits of Antonio Andn . 1 ,... 
An 1 J nan Montoza, in confirmation of the statements of the chum 1 · 
P per pre e_nte on the 14th of October, 1854. A treaty of 1 • 
' a ma e w~ ~ aid Indians at the date of the alleged depr 
but o annmties were provided thereby. 
54. MARIANO FRISARRA. 
la.ims indemnity for three thousand sheep valued at' 2 · 
head ; two a ses, at 20 each, and two mares, at $50 each, amoun 
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t t $7 640 alleged to have been stolen by a party of 
h aggrega eh O 'the' 2d July 1854 The affidavits of Pedro, I Apac es on , · . 
ero d G adalupe Chavis in confirmat10n of the statementH 
' Ma.res an u ' f A 1854 A 
• 1 ·' t-papers presented on the 17th o ugust, . 
he cf aim_atn was made with said Indians at the date of the alleged 
tr o ami Y 'd d h b 
ed• t' n but no annuities were prov1 e t ere y. pr a 10 , , 
55. CASPAR ORTIZ. 
I ims indemnity for ten mules, valued at $75 each, and one mare, 
"5 amounting in the aggregate to $825, alleged to have been 
I :11 'by a party of Jiccarillo Apaches. on the 27~.h of Sep~ember, 
l ;4. The affidavits of Jose l\fauurl Qmnta~a and Lazaro Qmntana, 
in confirmation of the statements of the claimant-papers presented 
on the 9th of October, 1854. A treaty of amity was made with said 
In lian at the date of the alleged depredation, but no annuities were 
provided thereby. 
56. FRANCISCO LENNA. 
Claims indemnity for two horses, valued at $40 each, and one 
b r , at 50, amounting in the aggregate to $130, alleged to have 
·n tolen by a party of Apache Indians on the 6th of November, 
1 ·:t The affidavits of Damian Lopez and Victorino Sanchez, in 
rfirmation of the statements of the claimant-papers presented on 
. 23d. of August, 1854. A treaty of amity was concluded with 
1 I Incha.ns at the date of the alleged depredation, but no annuities 
r · provided thereby. 
57. FRANCISCO P. ABREN. 
laim indemnity for one horse valued at $50· one mule at $80· two 
n at 25 h ' ' ' ' 
,1 eac , and one cow, at $30, amounting in the aggregate iri h weged to have been stolen by a party of Apache Indians on 
rrna:i rember, 1853. The affidavit of Andres Marques, in con-
1 h Jon° the statements of the claimant-papers pre~ented on the 
h~ ~~:, \854. A treaty of amity was m·ade with the said Indians 
·r hy. e O the alleged depredation, but no annuities were provided 
58. PETRA GURULE. 
ims indemnit fi 1 1 a . 60 · t Y or ,060 sheep, valued at $2 50 per head · one 
, wo asses at $20 d "fl $ - ' . a,,f7regat t 2' , an one ri e gun, at 2o, amountmcr 
· lero A O h $ '7 7 5, alleged to have been stolen by a party 
lino Dur~:c e~ on the 10th of March, 1854. The affidavits of 
of the clai ant Andres Duran, in confirmation of the state-
y of amit rn;: -papers_ pres~nted ?n t!ie 1st of June, 1854. 
predatio; b ~ made w~t~ said I ndrnns at the date of the al-
' u no annmties were provided thereby. 
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59. MARIA JOSEPHA CHAVIS. 
Claims indemnity for thirty-three cows, valued at $25 each am m _ 
incr in the aggregate to $825, alleged to h~ve been stolen hy a I r 
of Gila Apaches on the 5th of November, 1803. The affidavit of ,Ju 
Albino Gonzales and Juan Jose Lopez, in confirmation of the t 
ment of the claimant-papers presented on the 23d of Auo-u:t 1 ~ 
A treaty of amity was made with said Indians at the date of th : 
leged depredation, but no annuities were provided thereby. 
60. WILLIAM H. MooRE and BURTON L. REESE. 
laim indemnity for three horses, valued at $150 each ; d " 
mule , at $95 each; 14 mares, at $9t) each, and 3 oxen, at 35, a oua. 
incr jn the aggregate to $2,860, alleged to have been stolen bv 
party of Mescalero Apaches on the 9th of May, 1854. rrhe nffida'i 
of Jo 6 l\Iaria Herrera, Tomas liurtuda, and Jose Marella, inc • 
£.rmation of the statements of the claimants-papers presentecl on l, 
24th of August, 1854. A treaty of amity was made with sairl I • 
dian, at the date of the alleged depredation, but no annuitie r 
provi ed thereby. 
61. MANUEL CHA VIS. 
laims indemnity for one horse, valued at $200; two hor e , at ·t 
each, and three horses, at $80 each, amountin g in the aggr '' 
, '740, alleged to have been stolen by a party of Mescalero A pach 
the 1 th of May, 1854. The affidavits of Domingo Campu and 1' I 
1 mpn , in confirmation of the statements of the claimant-I l r 
p~c nt~d on !he 15th of June, 1854. A treaty of amity wa. m 
with siwl Indians at the date of the alleged depredation, but n • 
nuitie were provided thereby. 
62. INES GARCIA. 
_.1laim indemnity for 4 horses, valued at $50 each, and 15 m r 
nt .-_n '" h, amounting in the aggregate to $500, alle(T. <l t~ h 
l '·n · tolen by a party of Mescalero Apaches on the 25th ot April. 
h · /'"th of '~ptember, 1853, and the 18th of April, 1854 .. 'l h 
cl lVlt of Julian Garcia and Philip Madrille in confirmation . 
t te rn nt ~f th~ claimant-papers presented on the 1st July 1 I, 
A tr aty of annty was made with said Indians at the t1a tc 
11 er l lcpredations, but no annuities were provided thereby. 
63. MANUEL VIGIL. 
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· t th date of the alleged depredations, but no 
. h aid Indians a e 
. : re provided thereby. b 11 d 
n uh ~ve fi , $l 000 as consequential damages, cannot _e a owe The claim 01 ·t' . 'ot a depredation in the contemplat10n of the !er the law, as i 1s n 
of Congress of 1834. 
64. JAMES M. GIDDINGS AND PRESTON BECK. 
I im indemnity for 7 rams, valued at $700 ; nine ewes, at $450 ; 
-1 ewe, at $2,226; 16 rams, at $320_; 3 asses, at $75 ; 4_ cow~ and 
II at 250 · and guns and camp articles, at $90, amountmg m the 
,r;11ate to 4,111) alleged to have been stolen by a pa:ty of Mesca-
o Apaches on the 6th of December, 1854. The affidavits of Edward 
v, Calloway H. James, John Martin, ~anuel qhavi~, Cresenio 
•0 , Juan Quintano, Ramon Martenez, _Jose Franmsco Sismeros, m 
nfirmationof the statements of the claimants-papers presented on 
b th of December, 1854. A treaty of amity was made with said 
I Ii o at the date of the alleged depredation, but no annuities were 
ovitled thereby. 
65. PEDRO AQUENE. 
lnim indemnity for 24 mu]es, valued at $70 each ; 8 mares, at 
tach; and 2 jackasses, at $100 each, amounting in the aggregate 
~,120 alleged to have been stolen by a party of Mescalero Apaches 
the Gth of December, 1854. The affidavits of P. M. Thompson 
11 Pablo Malendez, in confirmation of the statements of the claimant-
p pre e~ted o!l the ~9th of December, 1854. A treaty of amity 
m cle w~t~ said Indians at the date of the alleged depredation, 
no nnmties were provided thereby. 
66. JUAN DE JESUS MARES. 
iru indemnity for 81 head of cattle valued at $30 per head and 
\/bo.t 50 each, amounting in the 'aggregate to $2,530, ·ali'eged 
1 ,. een stolen b~ a party of Jiccarilla Apaches on the 13th of \r 'f1,1?th of June, 1855. The affidavits of Julian Medina, 
n·6 nuet· igil, Jose Gregora Martin, and Juan Bte. Frangillo rma ion of th t · ' 
. 2 ,th of S es atements of the clai11;1ant~papers presen~ed 
Indian t ?tember, 1855. A treaty of amity was made with 
pro ·id!/th!:b~~te of the alleged depredations, but no annuities 
67. FRANCISCO LOPEZ 
. im indemnity fi 4 . 
ch, mounti ?r oxen, valued at $30 each, and 14 cows, at 
b · a party n!t J" the. aggregate to $470, alleged to have been 
Theafiidavits 
0
/ccanll_a Apa?hes on the 19th of November, 
rmation of th Francisco U noste and Jose Dolores Archuleta 
ll. E D e statements of the claimant-papers presented 
x. oc. 123-4 
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on the 10th of February, 1855. A treaty of amity was made with , 
Indians at the date of the alleged depredation, but no annuitie 
provided there by. 
68. MESSRS. MAJORS & RUSSEL, (by agent.) 
Claim indemnity f9r two hundred and forty-nine head of cattl 
valued at $40 per head, amounting to $9,960, alleged to have 1 
stolen by a party of :M:escalero Apaches on the 9th of December 1 5 . 
The affidavits of William B. Tipton, Thomas F. Tipton, Ro 
Williams, Leonardo Lopez, R. Raymond, and John Bentley, are oo . 
tradictory; some of the affiants state that the depredation was commi 
on the ~th, and others that it occurred on the 9th of December, 1 ·4_ 
papers presented on the 26th of January, 1855. A treaty of ami y 
was made with said Indians at the date of the alleged depredatio , 
but no annuities were provided thereby. 
69. JosE DOLORES FERNANDEZ. 
·Claims indemnity for seven cows, valued at $25 each, and thr 
'bulls, at $15 each, amounting in the aggregate to $220, alle I 
have been stolen by a party of Jiccarilla Apaches on the 16th of~[ , 
1855. The affidavits of Felipe Garcia and Juan Domingo ancl 
in confirmation of the statements of the claimant-papers pr n 
on the 3d of June, 1855. A treaty of amity was made ~\'~th 
Indians at the date of the alleged depredation, but no annmt1e 
provided thereby. 
70. ANTONIO JOSE GARCIA. 
Claims indemnity for eight head of cattle, valued at 25 pert . 
amounting to $200, alleged to have been stolen by a party 0 
Apac_het> on the 7~h of February, 1853. The affidayits of Carm 
Garcia and Francisco Esteban Lencero in confirmation of th 1 . ments of the claimant-papers presented on the 23d of Augu t, 
A treaty of amity was made with said Indians at the date 0 
alleged depredation, but no annuities were provided thereby. 
71. TIMOTHY McGOWAN. 
Claim indemity for a large amount of corn fodder, tobacco 
makiing in the aggregate the sum of $10,755, 'alleged to haero 
tolen by a partr of Gila Apaches in the year 1853. 0 t 
ha een offered m support of this claim and the statemen ·, 
1 · · ' . f foe c _aim nt are contradicted by Governor Merriwether rom 1 • . h1 er nal _knowledge-papers presented on the 16th :Mayl 
treaty of amity was made with said Indians at the date of tie 
depredation, but no annuities were provided thereby. 
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72. DIEGO BACA. 
Cl · · demnity for two horses, valued at $75 each, and three 
1 aim t 
1
~00 each amountino- in the aggregate to $450, alleged to 
v b!n stolen by a party of° Apache Indian~ on th~ 10th of July, 
1 54 and the 19th of July, 1853. The affid~vits of Oliver P. Hovey, R ' d Garcia and Ronaldo Baca contradict the statements of the 
: :nt-pape;s presente~ on ~he 17th of August, 1854. A treaty 
mity was made with said Indians at the date of the alleged depre-
ion , but no annuities were provided thereby. 
73. MAJOR G. MORRIS. 
Claims indemnity for two mules and one cow; valued at 175, 
II ed to have been stolen by a party of Apache Indians, on the 
.d of e11tember and the 4th of October, and on the 29th of Septem-
r, 1 52. The affidavit of Albino Lopez, in confirmation of the state-
nt of the claimant-papers presented on the 5th of April, 1853. 
tre ty of amity was made with said Indians at the date of the 
II ged depredations, but no annuities were provided thereby. 
74. MAJOR J. B. RICHARDSON • 
... lnims indemnity for two horses, valued at $80 each ; two horses, at 
' ·ach ; and one mule, at $90, amounting in the aggnigate to $400, 
II : d t have been stolen by a party of Apache Indians on the 7th 
r bruar~, the 8th of September, and the 1st of November, 1852. 
h_ nfliclav1ts of John_ Ward and Thomas Burke, in support of the 
l im papers pr~sente~ on the 3d of August, 1853. A treaty of amity 
. concluded wit~ _said Indians at the date of the alleged depreda-
' but no annmties were provided thereby. 
75. HUGH STEVENSON. 
I im indem ·t i! fif 1 1 Ill Y ior teen oxen, valued at $40 each one horse at ianc onemule at$80 t' . h '$ ' h r b t 1 ' , amoun mg mt e aggregate to 780, alleged ry 1 :~n 8 ; 1n by a p~rty of Apache Indians on the 7th of Feb-I p</rt of th 1 ~ affidavits of Thomas Burke and John Ward, in 
· oonventio e 1 aim-papers presented on the 3d of August, 1853. l te of tha lalrrangements were concluded with said Indians at 
e a eged depredations. 
76
· SAM.DEL RHINE, FOR RHINE & BROTHERS. 
iru indemnit fi 
~nine ho ~ or one hundred and seventy-five head of cattle 
·, nil nineterenes,. otulr mules, thirteen gnns, thirteen saddles bridles' 
11 pis o s amou t' · 1 $ ' ' , '" to h b' n mg m va ue to 10,058 in the aggre-
: l " ll t, 1s5;'7e T~n st01en. by a party of Apache Indians on 111 confirm th · t e affidavits of James H. West and William 
es atements of the claimant, and also the affidavit 
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of Ja~es Earp, (~ho w~s one of the party that went to_rescuethe pr 
erty from the Indians,) 1s confirmat?ry; M. Stec~ (Ind1an agent) I 
that he arrested (at or ~bout that time) some chiefs ~f said tribe, ho 
acknowledged that theu people had been concerned m said robb ry-
papers presented 15th December, 1853. Conventional arran gem 
were made with said Indians at the date of the alleged depredation 
but no annuities were provided thereby. ' 
77. JULIAN LUCERO. 
Claims indemnity for twenty cows, valued at $30 each; six hun-
dred and twenty-two sheep, at $2 50 each; thirty goats, at 2 ch · 
seven mules, at $100 each, and three horses, at $60 each, amount-
ing in the aggregate to $3,095, alleged to have been stolen by parti 
of Jiccarilla Apache Indians and Utah Indians on the 15th ept, . 
ber, 6th February, 1855, and 24th February, 1855. The affidavit o 
J nan Benito Valdez and Jesus Sanches partly confirm the statem n 
of the claimant-papers presented on the 26th September, 1 -~. 
Conventional arrangements were made with the said Indians, at 
date of the alleged depredations, but no annuities were provitl 
thereby. 
78. JOSE BENITA MARTINEZ. 
Claims indemnity for eleven horses, valued at $50 each ; one hor 
worth $100; and eight mules, at $100, amounting to $~,45~, a.lie'. 
to have been stolen by a party of Jiccarilla Apache Indian in Apt!, 
1855. The affidavits of Jose Manuel Vigil and Francisco all ' 
confirm the statements of the claimant-papers presented on ~ 
~6.th September, 1855. Conventional arran gements were mad . 1• 
sa1d Indians at the time of the alleged depredations, but no annu• 
were provided thereby. 
79. p ABLO BACCA AND OTHERS. 
Claim indemnity for twenty-five horses, at $70 each, and 
1 mules, at 75 each, amounting to $2 275 in the aggregate, al 
t o have been stolen in July 1852 by a' party of J iccarilla Apnch 
di n · Th.e affi~avits of_ Jose I~asis Sandov~l, Jose J e u .Ari . 
and F rancisco Simeros, m support of this claim. Conv~ntion I 
ran rements were made with said Indians at the date of the 111 
d l redi:i.tion , but no annuities were provided thereby. Paper 1 
sented on the 25th January, 1855. 
80. HOPPIN & HUBBELL. 
1 · · d · volu aim 10 emmty for twenty-seven mules and two horse ' rt 
·:., 0 in the aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by a P it 
ila. Ap , c?e Indians on the 12th of A.ugust, 1852. The a~ ~3 II my killman , Maxmillian Ponce J ohn R. Talle , Loui 
an '11. c owan, confirm the stat~ments of t he claimant ·-I 
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the 20th of September, 1852. Conventional arrange~ents 
ntc on 'th 'd Indians at the date of the alleged depredations, 
re made w1 sai . + • 
no annuities were provided l,here by. 
81. JOHN PETERS. 
Cl ims indemnity for one horse and one mule valued, at _$13~ in 
h au regate, alleged to have been stolen by a ~arty of J iccanlla 
heg Indians on the 20th of July, 1853. No evidence to substan-
.' c the statements of the claimant-papers pr~sente~ on t~e 30th 
0 July, 1853. A treaty of am_ity was made wi~h. said Indian~ at date of the alleged depredat10ns, but no annuities were provided 
•·reby. 
82. ALEXANDER VALLE. 
!aims indemnity for five horses, valued at $415 in the aggregate, 
11 ued to have been stolen by a party of Jiccarilla Apache Indians 
the 22d of July, 1853. No evidenc~ to substantiate the statements 
th claimant. This claim was presented on the 28th July, 1853. 
\ tr aty of amity was made with said Indians at the date of the al-
•cd clepredation, but no annuities were provided thereby. 
83. JOSE ANTO LENA. 
Cl im indemnity for six horses, valued at $170 in the aggregate, 
II :'ed to have been stolen by a party of Jiccarilla Apache Indians on 
J <I July, 1853. No evidence to substantiate tbe statements of 
cl~imant. Olaimyresented on the 28th of July, 1853. A treaty 
_mity was made :v~th said Indians at the d!lte of the alleged depre-
hon, but no annmties were provided thereby. 
84. JosE GoNzALES. 
I im · d · l.' I ·d t 1h emmty ior two horses, valued at $65 in the aggregate, 
20th ~f ~e beenw stolen by 8: party of Jiccarilla Apache Indians on he cl . ay, l8o3. No evidence to substantiate the statements 
J -3 Aaitmant. This claim was presented on the 13th of June 
· · reaty f ·t ' lleged d ~ ~mi Y was made with said Indians at the date of 
epre ation, but no annuities were provided thereby. 
85. MANUEL CHAVIS. 
• 
1 im indemnit fi fi 
" re ate Y or our horses and three mules, valued at $600 
h ladi~ns' all:fed to have been stolen by a party of Jiccarilla 
n in su 0!t e 5t~ of ~fay, 1853. No evidence has been 
1 1 ~ . A ~~eat of this _claim-papers presented on the 19th of 
the alleged ydof amit:y was made with said Indians at the 
. epredat10ns, but no annuities were provided 
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86. JUAN DOMINGO VALDEZ. 
Claims indemnity for two mules and other articles of personal Jr 
perty, valued at $132, alleged to have been stolen by a party of Ji • 
rilla Apache Indians on the 27th of October, 1854. The affidari 
of Lorenzo Valdez and Gabriel Valdez, in confirmation of the 
ments of the claimant. A treaty of amity was made with aid I . 
dians at the date of the alleged depredation, but no annuitie ·er 
provided thereby. 
87. LACOME & BROTHER. 
Claim indemnity for bill of merchandise, amounting to 602, al-
leged to have been stolen by a party of Utah Indians on the 25th July, 
1850. The affidavit of Z. Baptiste Lacome, in confirmation of th 
statements of the claimant-papers presented on the 30th of Au u 
1850. Conventional arrangements were made with said Indian n th 
datr of the alleged depredation, but no annuities provided thereby. 
88. JOSE ALBINO BACA. 
Claims indemnity for sixty-five mules, valued at $5,2_00 in !he · 
gregate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of N avaJoe Indian < 
the 22d of November, 1851. No evidence to substantiate the state1m·. 
of the claimant-papers presented on the 5th of December, l 1. 
Conventional arrangements were made with said Indians at the <l 
of the alleged depredation, but no annuities provided thereby. 
CLASS No. 3. 
The 17th section of the intercourse act of 1834 provides that cl : 
for depredations committed upon the property of citizens_ of the n~t 
tates, under certain restrictions by Indians in amity with the Ur 1 
tate , ball be paid. ' 
.T~e following claims, embraced in Class No. 3, apparently 
withm the provisions of said act : 
1. ANTONIO SANDOVAL. 
laims in emnity for two thousand six hundred head of 
valu t 2 50 per head, amounting to $0,500, alleged to hav 1 • . tol n by a. par~y of Navajoe Indians on the 10th of Decemh r r 
h~ ffi avit of Je us Baca, in confirmation of the statement 0 
cl 1m~nt---:papers presented on the 7th of October, 1853. . r 
This claim ap arently conforms to the provisions of the ~nt 
act of 1 4. A treaty of amity was made with said Indian 
d t f the alleged depredation but no annuities were r 
thereby. ' 
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2. JoHN M. FRANcrsco. 
. · d ity for merchandise, valued at $199, alleged to have 
Cl im: m b e~nparty of Utah Indians on the 14th of October, 1852. 
0 :den / f William L. Proffitt in confirmation of the statements 
heha 1 ~vianot-papers presented o'n the 21st of November, 1853. t e c aim h · · f th · t Th' 1 ·m apparently conforms to t e prov1s10ns o e rn ercourse 
of/;~. A treaty of amity was made with .s~id Indians at . the 
te of the alleged depredation, but no annmties were provided 
. ·reby. 
3. JESUS MARIA SANCHEZ. 
Cl im indemnity for six mares, valued at $180, alleged to have 
0 tolen by a party of Utahs, on the 2d F ebruary, 1854. Juan 
nito Valdez confirms, by affidavit, said statement of claimant--
pr presented October 21, 1854. 
This claim apparently comes within the provisions of the inter-
ur e act of 1834. A treaty of amity was made with said Indians at 
th date of the alleged depredation, but no annuities were provided 
reby. 
4. FELIZ PEDILLA. 
laim indemnity for four mules, three horses, &c., worth, in all, 
: , alleged to have been stolen from him by a party of Cheyenne 
lnlmn. on the 15th of February, 1854. Petition supported by the 
ti ~1t of Juan Antonio Duran and Rafael Romero. 
1 hi claim apparently comes within the provisions of the intercourse 
~f 1 34. Papers presented on the 26th September, 1855 , Con-
button l arrangeme?ts were made with said Indians at the date of 
111 ed _d,epredat10n, but the annuities provided thereby, being of 
, P:0v1s10ns, &c., not of money cannot be appropriated for the 
vc ohJect. ' 
5. REV. JOHN LAURY. 
Cl im indem ·t £ 1 l all n~ Y or t 1ree horses, one jack, one ox, and seven 
h .Jun afso~ntmg t_o $6I5, alleged to have been taken from him on 
Rafi el 'y .1, ;y Jiccanlla Apaches. Supported by the testimony 2 th I ep;f b ablo Moya, and Maria Chavis-papers presented hi ·l . m er., 1855. . 
0 / alm aApparently comes within the provisions of the intercoun;e 
· treaty of a · t d · h of the all d d mi :f was ma e wit the Apaches at the 
by, ege epredat10n, but no annuities were provided 
. 6. VINCENTE MONTOZA. 
ltn indemnit fi 
0 have been :tr one mare and three oxen, valued at $115, al-
0 en on the 20th September, 185 2, by the Nava-
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joes. Supported by the testimony of Juan Maria Montoza Rnd .J 
Maria Marten-:-papers pr~se~ted on the_ ~4th Augus_t, 18; 4. Api 
rently this claim comeR w1thm the prov1s10ns of the mtercour, ct 
1834. A treaty of amity was made with said Indians at the d 
the alleged depredation, but no annuities were provided thereby. 
7. RAFAEL APODOCO. 
Claims indemnity for loss by the Navajoes, on the 19th Au u 
1851, for twelve horses, two mules, and two jackasses, valued at 
supported by the testimony of Francisco Sandoval, alleged to h v 
been stolen August 19, 1851, by a party of Navajoes-pap r pr 
sented 7th October, 1853. This case apparently comes within th 
provisions of the intercourse act of 1834. A treaty of amity 
made with said Indians at the date of the alleged depredation, but 
annuities were provided thereby. 
8. JUAN BENITO VALDEZ. 
Claims indemnity for mules, horses, sheep, &c., stated in aa _r 
gate to be worth $4,511, (though it sums up but $4,503,) all ,d 
have been stolen at different periods, during the years 1852, 1853, 1 5 
and 1855, (a small portion not presented within three years, ther fo~ 
barred.) by the Utah Indians. Supported by the testimony of lr1· 
guez Vigil, Felipe Archuletta, Manuel Mansananez, Jo e Bor 
Jesus Sanches, and Juan Antonio Valdez-papers presented . _pt 1 • 
ber 26, 1855. This case apparently comes within the prov1 100 o 
the intercourse act of 1834, with the exception of property to the vulu 
of 253 50, barred by the statute of 1834. A treaty of amity 
made with said Indians, but no annuities were provided thereby. 
9. JESUS MARIA SANCHEZ. 
Claims indemnity for horees, sheep, &c., valued at $3,305, ~llc 
to have been stolen by· the Utah lndians at several periods during h 
year 1854 and 1865, supported by the testimony of Juan an~ 
aldez and Juan Antonio Valdez-(Gov. Merriwether remark •J , 0 • 
s ttlement at Conegos in 1854 · goats and sheep not worth ... · 
singu~ar, witne~s should have ~ personal knowledge of the thr c <l J 
r dn..tion committed at different times and places distant from 
other")-:-p~pers presented September 26, 1855. This claim a.pp ren ! 
com _withm the provisions of the mtercourse act of 1834. A tr 1 
f ~mity was made with said Indians at the date of the allege d pr 
dat10n , but no annuities were provided thereby. 
10. JUAN MANUEL ORGIN. 
Claim in emnity for horses sheep goats &c valued at t,5 
alleaed to have been tolen by the Utahs on March 16 1855. upp 
by the te timony of Jnan Herrera and Juan Valdez-(Governor •. 
ays sheep were worth but 2)-papers presented September 6, 1 • 
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. tl comes within the provisions of the intercourse 
· claim applr:U iy of amity was made with said Indians at the 
of
0
} ::~ alleg~e; depredation, but no annuities were provided 
reby. 
11. JosE ANDRES SANDOVAL. 
, 1 im indemnity for one horse and one mule, valued at ~220 in_ the 
, ate al1eged to have been stolen by a party of NavaJoe Indians 
· t~: mo~th of March, 1851-papers presented in February, 18~2 , 
pported by the testimony of Jose Greego, Jose~- _Sandoval, ~n_d V m-
nte Romero. This claim apparently comes w1thm the prov1s10ns of 
intercourse act of 1834. Conventional arrangements were made 
with id Indians at the date of the alleged depredation, but no an-
itie were provided thereby. 
12. Jos:fu ANTONIO MoNTOZO. 
Claims indemnity for one mule, valued at $300, said to have been 
Jen by a party of Navajoes on December 24, 1853. Supported by 
tc timony of Pedro Jose Martin and Jose Tenorio-the papers 
re pre_ ~nted in August~ 1854. This claim apparently comes within 
he pro~1 10n~ of th_e intercourse act of 1834. A treaty of amity was 
le. ~1th said Indians at the date of the alleged depredation, but no 
nmttes were provided thereby. 
13. ANTONIO SERAFIN LuzERO. 
Ci Jms in~emnity for ten horses, seven mares, and one mule, valued 
1 .1,
350, said to have been st9len by a party of~ avajoes on 28th July, 
· 1 upported by the testimony of Anastas10 Luzero and Manuel 
0r't ~ -pap~rs. presented on 4th June, 1854. This claim appa-/ f me. witlnn the provisions of the intercourse act of 1834. A 
P? \amitb,y was made with said Indians at the date of the alleCTed a ion, ut no annuities were provided thereby. 0 
14. MANUEL ROMERO. 
• im indemnity fo 1 .., to have b re even mares and three horses, valued at $52D, 
1 by the affi~a~·olen b:y_ the Navajoes on March 25, 1852. Sup-
n d 23d J its ofisidro_Patrone and Vincente Lopez--papers 
. ti ion of tbe ~n:, 1854. This claim apparently comes within the 
. id Indian:~te~~ourse act of 1834. A treaty of amity was made 
" re pro\'ided ther::;.te of the alleged depredation, but no annu-
15. foNATIO MIERA. 
. im indemnity for 1 
h ve been stol ef even horses and six mules, valued at $910 
• en rom hi b f · ' 
· upported b tl m Ya _party o NavaJoes on January 
Y ie affidavits of Juan Miera and Jose 
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Archiveque-papers presented 4th June, 1854. This claim a 
rently comes within the provisions of the intercourse act of 1 34 p · 
treaty of amity was made ~~th said Indi~ns at the date of the ali 
depredations, but no annmt1es were provided thereby. 
16. JOSE ALBINO BACA. 
Claims indemnity for fifty-seven mules, valued at $4,275, aid 
have been stolen from him by a party of Navajoes on the lGth 
October, 1851. Supported by the affidavits of Juan .Aragon, J ' 
Tafolla, and Miguel Montoza-papers presented July 22, 1854. Thi 
claim apparently comes within the provisions of the intercourse act o 
1834. A treaty of amity was made with said Indians at the dat 
the alleged depredation, but no annuities were provided thereby. 
17. JOSE FRANCISCO ARAGON. 
Claims indemnity for one horse, valued at $100, alleged to b 
been stolen by a party of N avajoe Indians in November, 1852. n 
affidavits of Margarite Hernandez, Oenon Torres, and Antoni 
eredra confirm the statemenfa;i of the claimant-papers pre nt 
on the 24th of February, 1855. This claim apparently conform toth 
provisions of the intercourse act of 1834. A treaty of amity 
made with said Indians at the date of the alleged depredation, but n 
annuities were provided thereby. 
18. JUAN DE JESUS VIGIL. 
Claims indemi:ity for twelve hundred sheep, thirty-six hor e, thr 
mules, and one nfle, valued at $5 580 in the aggregate, alle 1 
have been stolen by a party of Ut;h and Apache Indians o~ th 1 
and 8~h of February, 1855. The affidavits of Antomo Jose Vaid 
Franci~co Valdez, and Juan Benito Valdez confirm the statemeoTb' 
the_ claimant-papers presented on the 31st of January, 1856· 
laim appare~tly conforms to the provisions of the interco~r e 
1 4. Treaties of amity were made with said tribes of Indian . 
date of the alleged depredations but no annuities were prori 
thereby. ' 
19. VINCENTE MARTINEZ. 
1 ims indemnity for thirteen horses, valued at $491 in th~ i 
gat allege~ to have been stolen by a party of Utah and . Ji 
t p~che I~dians _on the 28th of February, 1855. The affidavit t~ 
om J ~ Garcia and Manuel Antonio Legura confirm the t! T · 
of ~he cl irnant-papers presented on the 26th of December, 1 :,S. 
laim a, are~tly conforms to the provisions of the intercour 1 34
· rr aties of amity were made with said Indians at the . 
the alleged depredation, but no annuities were provided thereb . 
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20. FD. THOMAS CABEZA DE BARCA. 
!aim indemnity for forty-tw~ horses, seven mules, four h~ndred 
1 ei ht sheep, and twenty-six goats) valued at $2,?95 m. the 
reuate, alleged to have been stolen ?Ya fpaJrty,,ofMN3:vaJLOe Ind1pans 
I h 1852 and 1853. The affidavits o ose ana opez, a-
. r?l 'a Arapito Tafolla, and Marcelon Tafolla confirm the state-~~ ~tthe claimant-papers presented on. t_he 6th of ~ uly, 1854. 
i claim appnrently conforms to the provis~ons o~ the 1_ntercourse 
of 1834. A treaty of amity was made with_ ~aid Indians at. the 
t of the alleged depredations, but no annmties were provided 
hereby. 
21. JOSE R UIV ALI. 
Clai ms indemnity for eleven cows and four oxen, valued at $470 in 
gregate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of Navajoe In-
di n on the 26th of June, 1851. The affidavits of Jose Maria Luzero 
ml Jo 6 Maria Aragon confirm the statements of the claimant-papers 
r nted on the 1st of June, 1854. This claim apparently con-
rm to the provisions of the intercourse act of 1834. A treaty of 
.mity was made with said Indians at the date of the alleged depreda-
n, but no annuities were provided thereby. 
22. Jost TENORIO. 
Claim indemnity for one horse, valued at $100, alleged to have been 
lcn by a_party of Navajoe Indians on the 24th of December, 1853. 
Th affidavit of Pedro Jose Martin confirms the statements of the claim-
n -p pers presented on the 25th of August, 1854. This claim 
l'P r ntly conforms to the provisions of the intercourse act of 1834. 
I , r1 JY of a~ity was made wi~~ said Indians at the date of the al-epre<lat10n, but no annmties were provided thereby. 
23. ROMAN CHAVEZ. 
!aim indemnity for three horses and one mule valued at $240 in 
, ,\ JO iptid £. ' I i n on th 18 q ue101s ueaq c1A1n1 01 pe~e{l'B '0'+18~e.1~~'8 ell{'+ 
l f'lorenciaed!t~ September, 1851. The affidavits of Tomas Gurille 
I ·r pre ent d a tarca confirm the statements of the claimant-
rrn to th: on t. ~ 25th of August, 1854 .. This claim apparently 
tni y was mfJt1~10ns ~f the ~ntercourse act of 1834. A treaty 
ion, but n w~t~ said Indians at the date of the alleged dep-
o annmties were provided thereby. 
24. ALEXANDER DUVALL 
irn indemnit £ · 
l n _by a party ~f ~-fne mule, value_d at ~6e>, alleged to have been 
1 of abriel 1 Ft Apache Indians m February, 1855. The 1. ,'teck th a our confirms the statements of the claimant 
' e agent, certifies that some of the above tribe of 
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Indians stole a certain mule from near the Apache agency on th 1• 
Februa:ry, 1855, and that they ac~nowledged it to be t~ie prop r. 
the claimant-papers presented 31st July, 1855. Thi claim ap 
rently conforms to the pro-yision~ of th_e intercourse act of 1 :~4. 1 • 
treaty of amity was made with said Indians at the date of the all 
depredation, but no annuities were provided thereby. 
25. LORENZO MoNTANro. 
Claims indemnity for one horse, eight oxen, two mules, amountin 
in value to $420 in the aggregate, alleged to have been stolen h 
party of Navajoe Indians on the 29th December, 1851. The affi,l d 
of Pedro Aranda confirms the statements of the claimant-p I r 
pre ented 7th October, 1853. This claim apparently conform tot 1 
provisions of the intercourse act of 1834. A treaty of ami ty 
made with said Indians at the date of the alleged depredation., bu 
no annuities were provided thereby. 
26. PEDRO ARMIJO. 
Claims indemnity for two horses and one mule, valued at 15 in 
the aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of NA.vajo lo· 
dian on the 8th September, 1851. The affidavit of Antonio J 
Armijo confirms the statements of the claimant-papers pre entc,l 
the 7th October, 1853. The claim apparently conforms to th pro-
vi ion of the intercourse act of 1834. A treaty of amity wn m 
with 'aid Indians at the date of the alleged depredations, but no • 
nuities were provided thereby. 
27. Josf LORETTO CHAVES. 
Claims indemnity for two mules, valued at $100; one mule a . • 
one hor e, at 60, amounting to $310, alleged to have been tol ·n ~ 
a_party f Cheyenne Indians on the 20th January, 1853. Th~ n id 
vit of Joaquin Sandoval confirms the statements of the claim n -
I np~r pr ented on the 13th February, 1855. This claim appM n 1 _ 
C~>nform to the provisions of the intercourse act of 1834. 0 h 
tionn.1 arrn.ngements were made with said Indians at the da.t ?ft 
ull ·g cl <lep~e~ations, but the annuities provided thereb~, b 111 t 
"
0 d , P;Ov1 10ns, &c., not of money cannot be appropriate to 
above obJect. ' 
28. EsTADRAN ARAGON. 
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29. GUSTAVUS A. J. NOEL. 
. · d mni'ty for three horses, one mule, sixty head of sheep, 1m m e · · · th t t undr articles of merchandise, amountmg m e_ aggre~a e o do r )leged to have been stolen by a party of NavaJoe Indians on 
1511/November, 1853. The affidavit of Romualdo Anaza confirms latements of the claimant-papers presented o~ ~he 17th A~gust, 
1 ·4 This claim apparently conforms to the provis10ns of the mter-
:e act of 1834. A treaty of ~mity was made wJ~h said India~s at 
date of the alleged depredations, but no annmties were provided 
eby. 
30. "\VILLIAM KRONIG. 
Claims indemnity for seven oxen, seven cows, and one calf, and 
·n horses and one wagon, valued at $1,080 in the aggregate , 
II c<l to have been stolen by a party of Utah Indians on the 24th 
D cember, 1854, and on the 19th of January, 1855. The affidavits 
Jo:eph J. Jenks, Lorenzo Romero, and Juan Lauto Martin, in 
nfirmation of the statements of the claimant-papers presented on 
30th of April, 1855. This claim apparently conforms to the pro-
i_ ion ?f the_ intercourse act of 1834. A treaty of amity was made 
1~h. 1d Indians. at the date of the alleged depredations, but no an-
1tie were provided thereby. 
31. THOMAS LU.ASO. 
Cl ims indemnity for thirty cows, nine horses, and other articles of 
n ° l property, valued at $2,110 in the aggregate, alleged to have 
n~~en. by a pa:r:_ty of U~ah Indians on the 19th January, 1855. 
avits of Jose Marcelme Bacca a.nd A. P. Tibbitts confirm the 
rncn t of th 1 · 
. Th· _e c aimant-papers presented on the 30th of April, 
r ·, act 
1if 0\~1~ apparently confor!Ils to the provis~ons o~ the inter-
the <lat f t · A treaty of amity was made with said Indians 
· l the ebo he alleged depredations, but no annuities were pro-
re y. 
32. JOSE MARCELINA BACCA. 
un indemnit fi h A 
oth r arti 1 Y for one undred and seventeen fanegos of corn, te au/ es O personal property, valued at $J .• 053 50 in the 
1 th 'of J ged to have been stolen by a party of Utah Indians on 
u 1 C. Rar~fs~~ry, 1855, The affidavits of A. P. Tibbitts and 
n l on the 30th°lfir!11 the statem_ents ~f the claimant-papers }lrovi ions of th p_nl, 1855. This claim apparently conforms 
. to be a, bad cha/ mtercourse act of 183~. (Harrison is repre-
. n at the date f thcter.) A treaty o±: amity was made with said 
I thereby, 0 e alleged depredat10ns, but no a~nuities were 
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33. LEVIN MITCHELL. 
Claims indemnity for forty head of cattle, valued at 1 4 i 
aggregate, alleged to have been stolen by a party of Utah iudi 
the 21th of December, 1854. The affidavits of Samuel H rri 
other confirm the statements of the claimant-papers pr n 
the 30th April, 1855. This claim apparently conforms t th 1 ions of the intercourse act of 1834. (Harrison is represent d 0 
man of bad character.) A treaty of amity was made with aicl lo i 
at the date of the alleged depredations, but no annuities w r pro j 
thereby. 
34. LUCIEN B. MAXWELL. 
Claims indemnity for two thousand one hundred sheep, v lu I 
,400, alleged to have been stolen on the 2d March, 1 , b · 
Arapahoes. Supported by the affidavits of James H. uinn, ,J l 
Jcantel, Pedro Lama, Gourgap Paper, and Latapie J an. 
ar on pronounces the value put upon the sheep as not an ov r •• 
mate, and vouches for the respectability of some of the wi tn 
papers presented 9th May, 18n5. This claim apparently c nfon 
the provi ions of the act of 1834. Conventional arrang m n 
made with said Indians at the date of the alleged depredation 
the annuities provided thereby, being in goods, provi iou , , ·c. 
of moo y, cannot be appropriated for the above object. 
35. ,JOSE MARCELINO BACCA. 
